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Sale Day Catalogue
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Lot

Description

Lot

106

Sale:

14/11/2018

Description

2 vintage dolls.
Plastic doll marked Reveland to back of head
and body, other doll has indistinct marks to
body.

Vintage Toys & Dolls

Estimate £10 - £20
107

Scalextric
1

A Scalextric Grand Prix set with 2 cars,
together with wooden grandstand, track and
buildings.

Marked Germany to back of head. Shows
some signs of restoration.
Approx. 22" tall.

To included boxed humpback bridge.
Estimate £10 - £30
2

Estimate £15 - £30
108

2 vintage Scalextric sets to include 5 cars.

Estimate £20 - £40
3

Estimate £15 - £30
109

A tin of vintage Britains lead farm figures
and machinery.

A box of c1960's Herald plastic toy soldiers.

Estimate £20 - £40
110

Estimate £5 - £10
A 1950's hard plastic "Roddy" walker doll
with no clothes.

Estimate £10 - £20
111

Head turning mechanism good.
Approx. 34cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
105

A quantity of assorted action figure dolls.
Comprising; 4 Action Man, a Buzz Lightyear, 2
Barbie's and Barbie children dolls.

A vintage 1970s dolls pram with side floral
decoration.
Together with 2 vintage vinyl dolls, one Zapf
and a dolls pram carry seat.

Dolls
104

A 1970's Silver Cross dolls pram complete
with cover and changing bag.
Pram includes a vintage vinyl doll.

Estimate £10 - £20
4

9 vintage vinyl & hard plastic dolls.
To include a Fisher Price doll c.1986 and UD
Co Uneeda soft body doll. Includes baby/doll
bath.

Cars are :- 2 x Lotus 1961, Europa, Panther &
Brabham.

Toy Soldiers & Figures

A vintage composite fully jointed doll with
teeth and close eye action.

A modern dolls pram and raffia Moses
basket together with 2 vinyl dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

112

A vintage 1970's dolls pushchair and
wooden dolls cot.
Together with 2 vintage vinyl dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
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113

A vintage metal framed dolls high chair and
swing chair. Together with 2 vintage vinyl
dolls.

129

To include Palitoy, Evergreen & Roddy.
Baby/dolls bath included.

Estimate £10 - £20
114

Estimate £15 - £30

A box of 5 large soft body and vinyl dolls.
To include Zapf Creation.

130

7 large soft body and vinyl dolls.
To include 2 Jesmar.

A box of vintage and modern vinyl dolls.
To include a "Real Baby" doll by Judith Turner
for Hasbro.

Estimate £10 - £20
115

Collection of 6 large vintage vinyl dolls
c1970/80's.

Estimate £10 - £20
131

A box of vintage and modern vinyl dolls.

Estimate £10 - £20
116

2 boxes of vintage medium and small vinyl
dolls

Estimate £10 - £20
132

To include Roddy doll.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
117

A collection of vintage vinyl dolls.

133

To include 3 by Palitoy.

7 vintage larger vinyl dolls.

134

Estimate £10 - £20
119

Estimate £80 - £120
135

Estimate £15 - £30
120

A box of vintage medium and small vinyl
dolls.

136

137

122

Estimate £15 - £30
138

3 large vintage vinyl dolls.
To include a boxed My Playfriend by Blossom
toys.

Estimate £10 - £20
140

Estimate £10 - £20
124

A collection of boxed and unboxed modern
porcelain dolls.

Estimate £15 - £30
141

A box of 8 large vintage vinyl dolls.
To include Chiltern and Berusa.

A box of 6 soft body and vinyl dolls.
To include Jesmar.

128

A box of vintage small vinyl dolls to include
kewpie.

2 baskets of small vintage plastic and vinyl
dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

143

Estimate £10 - £20
127

A quantity of vintage hard plastic and
celluloid dolls.
Estimate £15 - £30

142

Estimate £10 - £20
126

Approx 25 vintage vinyl dolls.
To include Ideal Toys. Baby/doll bath included.

Estimate £10 - £20
125

A collection of sindy and Barbie style dolls.
To include some action man a/f.

A box of mixed size vintage vinyl dolls.
To include Palitoy.

A collection of 13 vintage sindy and Barbie
dolls.
Estimate £20 - £40

139

Estimate £15 - £30
123

2 boxed Zapf creation modern dolls.
Boy doll "Oliver", girl doll " Sally ".

To include Chiltern
Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage rear facing pushchair with vintage
vinyl doll.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
A box of vintage small and medium vinyl
dolls.

A box of vintage soft body dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

To include Lorr.
121

A vintage Gotz Sasha doll with blonde hair
and blue eyes.
Not in original clothes.

7 x vintage vinyl & hard plastic dolls.
To include 4 by Palitoy.

A box of vintage large and medium vinyl
dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
118

A box of vintage vinyl and plastic
large/medium dolls.

A box of medium and small vintage vinyl
dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

144

A box of small and medium vintage dolls.

Estimate £10 - £20

To include Kewpie doll.

A box of 7 vintage vinyl dolls.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
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145

A box of mixed vintage vinyl dolls.

161

5 with closing eye action.

Estimate £10 - £20
146

Estimate £10 - £20

4 vintage dolls strollers.
To include Cindico.

162

2 boxes of vintage dolls clothes patterns
and accessories.

Estimate £15 - £30
163

To include shoes, carrycots and dolls pram
seat,

A box of vintage Palitoy dolls.

Estimate £15 - £30
163 a

To include a walking doll.
Estimate £20 - £40
149

A box of 9 vintage vinyl dolls.

Old sailor doll marked 30 Made in West
Germany. Shoes bear the Schildkrot " Turtle
mark" on underside, approx 28cm tall.

165

Estimate £15 - £30
4 boxed vintage dolls.
Comprising Tiny Tears, Timmy ( Tiny Tears
brother), Lissi doll and Gotz. D

Estimate £20 - £30
167

2 boxed Stork Club Baby boy dolls.

168

A collection of boxed porcelain dolls.
To include a Knowles Snow White doll.

Estimate £10 - £20
169

Estimate £10 - £20
155

A vintage suitcase full of vintage dolls
clothes.
To include hand knitted.

A box of larger dolls dresses and outfits.

A wicker basket full of vintage dolls clothes.

Estimate £15 - £30
171

Estimate £10 - £20
158

A white wicker basket full of vintage dolls
clothes.

Estimate £10 - £20

160

A collection of 12 vintage vinyl Dolls.

A large collection of porcelain collectors
dolls in National costume.
Together with the accompanying "Dolls of the
World" magazine.

A large plastic tub full of dolls clothes.
Estimate £10 - £20

A box of 14 assorted porcelain collectors
dolls, to include 2 boxed, and a quantity of
stands.
Estimate £10 - £20

172

To include handmade knitted.
159

A vintage wooden dolls cot with 2 vintage
vinyl and soft bodied dolls.
One marked Gotz- Puppe to neck the other
marked Famosa Spain.

Estimate £10 - £20
157

Sindy and Barbie dolls & clothing together
with Sylvanian Family figures and
accessories.
Estimate £15 - £30

170

Estimate £10 - £20
156

3 x c1970's plastic dolls.
1 x Palitoy, 1 x Toyse, and 1 x unmarked.

Estimate £10 - £20
154

A c1970's Silver Cross dolls pram with
accessories bag.
Estimate £40 - £50

Estimate £15 - £30
153

A collection of c1970's Carrie & Christopher
dolls and boxed accessories by Palitoy.
Includes:- Carrie doll, Christopher doll, boxed
Pram, boxed Crib, boxed Swing, boxed Twin
Pushchair, boxed High chair, and boxed
Bathtime set.

8 x vintage vinyl dolls.
Mostly large dolls.

152

A box of vintage dolls many wearing
National Costumes.
Estimate £8 - £12

166

Estimate £10 - £20
151

A vintage toy dolls pram with brown fabric
outer and cream plastic interior.
Estimate £8 - £12

Estimate £15 - £30
A c1970's celluloid Old Sailor doll together
with a Worzel Gummidge doll with 2 heads.

A box of assorted vintage vinyl dolls, soft
toys and rag dolls.
Estimate £10 - £20

164

To include Gotz, Chiltern and Roddy.
150

9 vintage vinyl dolls. Large and medium
sizes.
All in outfits.

Estimate £10 - £20
148

11 vintage medium sized vinyl dolls.
All in knitted outfits.

Estimate £10 - £20
147

A collection of 6 larger vinyl vintage dolls.

Estimate £15 - £30
173

A quantity of 8 boxed and 4 unboxed
porcelain collectors dolls.

To include Kewpie dolls.
Estimate £15 - £30
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174

A vintage front opening wooden dolls house
with removable roof.

187

Together with a box of matching wooden dolls
house furniture and peg style dolls.

Head in excellent condition, with blue sleepy
eyes and teeth. Clothed with clothes in
excellent condition. Left foot restored. C1901
Marks to back of head are 'Floradora A 4 M'.

Dolls house approx. 61cm wide x 63cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
175

A large wooden front opening dolls house
painted and fully furnished, with lift up roof.
Large collection of fixed furnishings, furniture
and dolls. Complete with wiring for working
lights.

Estimate £70 - £90

Teddy Bears & Soft Toys
188

Estimate £60 - £80
7 unopened boxed 1992 Hasbro "Treasure
Trolls" together with 2 others.

Estimate £15 - £30
189

Estimate £30 - £50
177

178

Estimate £10 - £20
190

A collection of assorted porcelain collectors
clown and pierrot dolls.

A large quantity of mainly boxed wooden
and ceramic dolls house furniture.

Estimate £10 - £20
191

A box of assorted books and magazines
relating to dolls houses, furniture and dolls.

Estimate £30 - £50
192

Estimate £10 - £20
181

183

184

Number 12 of 50. Signed to right hand foot
pad. Complete with original tags.

Complete with original shoes.

Estimate £100 - £150

Total height of bear 71cm/28 inches.
193

A box of assorted porcelain collectors dolls,
many in as new condition.

Number 702/1973. 1973 pieces were made to
celebrate the year that Rupert changed from
brown to white in colour. Complete with CoA.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £120 - £150

A quantity of 11 boxed (as new) porcelain
collectors dolls.

194

A 2008 Limited Edition Steiff 'Edward Trunk'
Teddy from the "Rupert Classic" range.

Estimate £10 - £20

Number 915/1500, complete with CoA.

A quantity of 12 boxed (as new) porcelain
collectors dolls.

Estimate £120 - £150
195

Estimate £120 - £150
196

Estimate £10 - £20
A box of 16 assorted boxed porcelain
clowns.
Estimate £10 - £20

A 2009 Limited Edition Steiff 'Podgy Pig'
teddy from the "Rupert Classic" range.
Number 224/1500, complete with CoA.

A quantity of 8 boxed (as new) porcelain
collectors dolls.
To include Special collectors Edition "Little Bo
Peep".

186

A 2007 Limited Edition Steiff Rupert Bear
Teddy with unusual brown coloured alpaca
fur.

Comprising; 8 boxed dolls and 15 unboxed
dolls.

Estimate £10 - £20
185

A Limited edition Big Brown Bear by Robin
Rive.

A vintage Sindy doll #033055X, dark haired
in original Maxi dress outfit with sunhat and
parasol.

Estimate £10 - £20
182

A 1950's Blonde Schuco nursery bear
together with a vintage wooden toy dolls cot.
Total height of bear 53cm/21 inches approx.

Estimate £15 - £30
180

A collection of assorted teddy bear
ornaments and figures.
To include Cherished Teddies, Russ and
Colorbox.

Estimate £10 - £20
179

A collection of Teddy Bear books to include
The Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia, Collecting
Teddy Bears,
100 years of Steiff Teddy Bears and The
Ultimate Teddy Bear Book.

A quantity of 16 assorted porcelain
collectors dolls, boxed and in as new
condition.
Estimate £10 - £20

A box of approx 18 assorted small and
miniature teddy bears.
Various ages from c.1950's. Also a fluffy
puppy dog.

Approx. 80cm wide x 74.5cm tall.
176

An antique Armand Marseille 20 inch '
Floradora' bisque head doll.

A box of assorted soft teddy Bears to
include Russ, TY and McDonalds toys.
Estimate £8 - £15

197

4 collectable Teddy bears.
Comprising Large House of Fraser Bear 2006,
2 smaller Fraser Bears 2007 and a Ty bear in a
floral dress.
Estimate £10 - £20
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198

A 1930's straw filled, blonde haired, jointed
Teddy bear possibly Pintel.

207

Yellow label. EAN 69345. Light brown mohair.
With labels attached. Unboxed. In excellent
condition.

With old shoe button eyes, large ears and long
nose. Pads to feet and stitched paws. Both
legs in need of restoration.

42cm long.

Approx. 24" tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
199

Estimate £20 - £40
208

A c1940's Merrythought teddy bear.

Estimate £10 - £20
A vintage Mickey Mouse toy with soft body
and vinyl hands and head.

Bear is 16cm tall. Cat is 15cm tall.

Approx. 65cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
201

Estimate £20 - £40
209

3 vintage teddy bears.
Comprising: One antique fully jointed mohair
Teddy with a very pronounced hump, long
arms and shaped legs, in 'well-loved' condition
with bald patches and replaced pads. Approx
40cm tall. Together with 2 more simple vintage
teddies , approx 33cm tall, one mohair and
virtually bald, the other is in better condition
though still worn.

30cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
210

Yellow labels. EAN 1727 & EAN 5350. Blonde
mohair. Classic 1905 and Classic 26. With
labels attached. Unboxed. In excellent
condition.

25cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50
211

Estimate £20 - £40
203

27 & 20cm tall.
Estimate £40 - £60

32cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40

212

A Steiff Teddy Bear 'Classic Black Titanic'.

White label. EAN 36538. Black & white mohair.
Issued in 2008, #1990/2008. With labels and
certificate. Unboxed. In excellent condition.

32cm tall.

26cm tall.

A Steiff Teddy Bear 'Classic 46' with growler.

Estimate £25 - £40
213

Yellow label. EAN 4728. Blonde mohair. With
working growler. With labels attached. In
excellent condition.

206

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'Olympic
Panda Peking'.

Yellow label. EAN 3509. Black mohair. With
labels attached. In excellent condition.
Estimate £15 - £30
205

A limited edition Steiff 2 Teddy Bear set
'German Fairy Tale - Puss in Boots'.
White label. EAN 671791. Blonde and black &
white mohair. Issued in 2004, matching
numbers #317/1500. With labels and
certificate. In soft bag. In excellent condition.

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'Fish
Trader Gosch'.
White label. EAN 671623. Grey-beige mohair.
Issued in 2003, #1338/1500. With label and
certificate. In soft bag.

204

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'Belgium
Bear'.
White label. EAN 660795. Brown mohair.
Issued in 2002, #370/1500. With label and
certificate. In soft bag. In excellent condition.

2 Steiff 'Classic' Teddy Bears.

25 & 26cm tall.

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'Steiff
Club Edition 2008'.
White label. EAN 420955. Gold blond mohair.
Issued in 2008, Production limited to end of
2008. With label and certificate. In soft bag. In
excellent condition.

Estimate £30 - £50
202

A miniature Steiff Black 1912 Teddy Bear
together with a Steiff cat.
Yellow labels. EAN 29257 & EAN 77395. Bear
is black mohair, with labels attached. Cat is
tabby & white with one label. Unboxed. In
excellent condition.

Wear to paws and feet pads.
200

A Steiff 'Grizzly Bear' soft toy.

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'Till
Eulenspiegel - the Jester'.

46cm tall.

White label. EAN 670626. Blonde mohair.
Issued in 2003, #864/1500. With label. No
certificate. Unboxed. In excellent condition.

Estimate £25 - £50

28cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

A Steiff Teddy Bear 'Classic 35' with growler.
Yellow label. EAN 379 Blonde mohair. With
working growler. With labels attached. In
excellent condition.
35cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40

214

A limited edition Steiff Teddy Bear 'EroBärer
Napoleon'.
White label. EAN 674259. White mohair.
Issued in 2002, #981/1500. With labels and
certificate (attached). Unboxed. In excellent
condition.
26cm tall.
Estimate £25 - £50
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215

A Steiff Teddy Bear 'Galerie Santa 2004'.

226

Yellow label. EAN 672132. Beige mohair. With
labels attached. In excellent condition.

With laser sounds and flashing light action. By
Hasbro.

40cm tall.

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £15 - £30
216

A Steiff Teddy Bear 'Classic Brown Bear'
with growler.

227

Estimate £20 - £30
228

Estimate £15 - £30
A large vintage tinplate MOBO Prairie King
rocking horse.
Approx. 100cm long.

Estimate £25 - £40
229

Estimate £10 - £20
218

Estimate £20 - £30
230

Estimate £20 - £40
219

With wooden wheels and yellow, red and
green paintwork.
220

Estimate £35 - £50
231

A collection of vintage tinplate toys.
Comprising: 2 small aeroplane's, Jumbo
elephant (a/f), pig and horse and cart.

221

A 1965 Dalek Pocketbook together with a
1966 Thunderbirds paperback book.

Estimate £25 - £40
232

Sean Connery display figure (sealed) by
Juniper together with Elvis Ford
Thunderbird model by Corgi.

Estimate £20 - £30
233

And Star Wars Millennium Falcon figure. Sean
Connery 1/6th scale.

A vintage 1983 boxed Star Wars Millennium
Falcon by Palitoy.
With instruction booklet and poster.

Estimate £15 - £30
234

Estimate £70 - £90
224

By Hasbro.
225

A vintage 1983 boxed Star Wars Scout
Walker Vehicle.
With instruction leaflet.
Estimate £20 - £40

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Vampire #37400 toy.
Venom Touring cycle/Turbo Jet with "Floyd
Malloy" action figure. Complete with poster
instructions.

A boxed 1986 Transformers G1 Weirdwolf
Decepticon.

Estimate £15 - £30

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Raven, #37420 toy.
Mask Corvette/Armed Seaplane with "Calhoun
Burns" action figure. Complete with poster and
instructions.

Estimate £15 - £30
223

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Firefly #37410 toy.
Mask Dune Buggy/Rocket Glider with "Julio
Lopez" action figure. Complete with poster and
instructions.

Estimate £20 - £40
222

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Jackhammer, #37330 toy.
Venom Bronco/Assault vehicle with "Cliff
Dagger" action figure. Complete with poster
and instructions.

Estimate £10 - £20

Sci-Fi & TV Related

A collection of 10 vintage 1977 star wars
figures.
Comprising Darth Vader, Ben Kenobi,
Sandperson, Storm trooper, Luke Skywalker x
wing pilot, Princess Leia Organa and 2 R2D2.
Some with weapons.

A Marx tinplate clockwork "Roll Over" tank
in working order.

Estimate £10 - £20

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Condor, #37340 toy.
Mask Motorcycle/Helicopter with "Brad Turner"
action figure. Complete with poster and
instructions.

3 x unboxed Tri-ang Minic vehicles.
A green racing car #5 - working order but tyres
perished, ambulance - not working, part
perished tyres & plastic bodied maroon Police
Car - friction drive, in working order.

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Piranha, #37350 toy.
Venom Motorcycle/Submarine with "Sly Rax"
action figure. Complete with Poster &
instructions.

Tinplate
217

A boxed 1986 Transformers G1 Galvatron
Decepticon.
By Hasbro.

Yellow label. EAN 850. Brown mohair. With
working growler. With labels attached. In
excellent condition.
40cm tall.

A boxed 1986 Transformers G1 Ultra
Magnus Autobot.

Estimate £15 - £25
235

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Thunder Hawk #37370 toy.
Mask Camaro/Fighter Jet with "Matt Trakker"
action figure. Complete with poster and
instructions.
Estimate £30 - £50
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236

A boxed 1986 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Firecracker #37310 toy.

244

Mask Pickup/Recon Truck with "Hondo Mac
Lean" action figure. Complete with poster and
instructions.
Estimate £30 - £50
237

# 3990.Complete with 3 missiles.
Estimate £40 - £60
245

A boxed 1985 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Rhino Toy.
Mask Tractor Rig/Mobile Defence unit, with 3
action figures, Bruce Sato & Matt Trakker (one
extra Matt Trakker figure, mask has small tear).
Complete with interior packaging and
instruction booklet.

Estimate £40 - £60
246

Estimate £20 - £40
247

Estimate £15 - £30
239

Estimate £15 - £30
248

3 unboxed 1980's Kenner Parker Toys
"Mask" playsets.
Bullet/Bandit - Mask Racing Bike/Hovercraft
with Ali Bombay action figure, complete with
instruction booklet. Iguana - Mask 4-wheel
Jeep/Mobile Shredder with Lester Sludge
action figure, complete with instruction booklet.
Together with a Mask Adventure Pack, Coast
Patrol, with Matt Trakker action figure (mask
and Torpedo's missing).
Estimate £15 - £30

241

Estimate £30 - £50
242

Estimate £20 - £40
249

Estimate £20 - £40
249 a

Estimate £10 - £20

Misc (T)
31

A Planet of the Apes Limited Edition
Ultimate Collectors Ape Head with full DVD
box set.
DVD's are: 6 feature films, Complete TV
series, 2 discs of Bonus material plus the
animated TV Series. In as new condition.

A vintage Sonic the Hedgehog skateboard
Together with pads.
Estimate £15 - £30

32

A vintage Atari 2600 video computer system.
Together with 10 games and accessories.
Games include Star Wars 'The Empire Strikes
Back'

Estimate £30 - £50
243

19 1980's Engale Marketing Gerry Anderson
postcards.
To include Stingray, Captain Scarlett, UFO,
Thunderbirds & Joe 90.

A collection of 10 1980's Star Wars figures.
Comprising Bib Fortuna, Hans Solo hoth outfit,
Klaatu, Princess Leia, Klattu in skiff outfit, Luke
Skywalker, Han Solo, C-3PO, Lando
Calrissian, and Wicket. Some weapons
included.

A box of assorted 1980's Mattel Masters of
the Universe action figures and playset.
To include: Roton Assault Vehicle, Mer-man,
Prince Adam and Giant Zodac together with
assorted weapons.

A collection of 10 1980's Star Wars figures.
Comprising Princess Leia, Wicket, Death Star
Droid, C-3PO, Han Solo, Luke Skywalker,
Lando Calrissian, Emperor Palpatine, Nikto
and Luke Skywalker in hoth battle gear . Some
with weapons.

A box of assorted 1980's Mattel Masters of
the Universe action figures and playset.
To include: Dragon Walker Assault vehicle,
Fisto, Mer-Man and Trap Jaw together with
assorted weapons.

Estimate £30 - £50
240

A vintage 1984 Mattel Masters of the
Universe Hordak action figure.
Complete with Body armour, red cape, bat and
crossbow weapon.

A boxed 1985 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Switchblade toy.
Venom Helicopter/Aeroplane, with Miles
Mayhem action figure. Complete with interior
packaging and instruction booklet.

3 vintage Mattel 1980's Masters of the
Universe action figures and weapons.
Comprising: He-Man with shield, body armour
and axe, Skeletor with Body armour, belt,
sword and staff and Stridor Battle Horse with
head armour.

A boxed 1985 Kenner Parker Toys "Mask"
Gator toy.
Mask Off-Road Vehicle/Hydroplane, with
Dusty Hayes action figure. Complete with
instruction booklet.

A vintage Mattel 1981 Masters of the
Universe He-Man & Battle Cat action figures.
Complete with Battle Cat's body and head
armour and He-Mans axe, sword, shield and
body armour.

Estimate £50 - £80
238

A Boxed Mattel 1981 Masters of the
Universe Battle Ram Mobile Launcher.

Estimate £50 - £80
33

c1930-40's Chad Valley Mickey Mouse Ludo
board game.
Complete with rules, die, die shaker, and
counters (one replaced).
Estimate £25 - £50

Estimate £50 - £80
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34

A large scratch built wooden Scania 142e
Truck with flatbed trailer.

46

Built in 1984, cab tilts to reveal engine.

Briggs & Stratton petrol, recoil start, 4 gear
gearbox (3 forward & 1 reverse). Number
plates are for show only. Vendor advises in
good running order.

Total length approx. 152cm (5' foot).
Estimate £80 - £120
35

A boxed pink Nintendo DS Lite with Deluxe
Accessories Pack & 1 game.
In working order, Used once. Accessory pack
comprises:- convertor cable, 4 game cases,
carry case, 6 stylus pens, power pack, dual
format game case, in-car power adaptor,
screen protectors, stereo earphones, AC power
adaptor, and cleaning cloth. Game is Dr
Kawashima's Brain Training.

Estimate £1000 - £1500
47

A box of Subbuteo teams.
To include rare c1970's boxed Partick Thistle.

Estimate £1500 - £2000
48

Estimate £40 - £70
37

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
A vintage Escape from Colditz game, made
by Parker.

49

Complete and in very good condition

A Robot Wars playset.

Estimate £15 - £30

Gauntlet Challenger box with accessories.
Estimate £10 - £20
40

50

Two Micro Machines playsets.

41

Estimate £8 - £12
51

A large quantity of vintage and modern
board and other games and toys.

42

Estimate £10 - £20
52

A HMV, The Gramophone Co Ltd, Snow
White & the 7 Dwarves record in card sleeve.
Record plays 3 songs: Whistle while you work,
I'm Wishing & One Song.

An unboxed Sylvanian Families Caravan
together with 3 boxed figures.
Estimate £15 - £30

44

A large aluminium cased poker/blackjack
set.
Case contains playing chips, dice and cards.
Together with a Blackjack felt table cloth.

A vintage child's soft toy dog rocker with
wheel attachments.
Estimate £10 - £20

53

Estimate £10 - £20
43

A collection of mixed vintage toys.
Comprising 3 Scalextric slot cars, a mini
railway set, a Pelham puppet, wooden car
boxed foam disc shooter, Micro Machine
Titanic (sealed) and a Shove Ha'penny board.

To include a Magic Roundabout Rotodraw,
EtchaSketch, Trivial Pursuit, Monopoly,
Connect4 together with card games & cribbage
boards
Estimate £20 - £40

A quantity of assorted plastic figurines and
toys, mostly Disney.
To include characters from Frozen, Winnie-thePooh, Toy Story and Mickey Mouse.

A Battle Vision Jungle together with a Laser
Attack Airstrip
Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of assorted vintage card games
and toys to include 2 1930's Pepys boxed
card games.
Disney's Shuffled Symphonies and Gulliver's
Travels. Together with a boxed Constructo,
Meccano style construction set.

Estimate £15 - £30
39

A collection of vintage games and children's
books.
To include 1958 Chad Valley 'Adventures of
Bugs Bunny Game', wooden jigsaw, wooden
draughts set, and Brer Rabbit books.

A Cybot robot collected in weekly parts.
Complete. To include magazines

38

A model (approx. half scale) 8HP vintage
tractor, based on a grey Ferguson.
Briggs & Stratton petrol engine, recoil &
electric start, 4 gear gearbox (3 forward & 1
reverse). Complete with battery. Number plates
are for show only. Vendor advises in good
running order.

Estimate £50 - £70
36

A model (approx. half scale) 3.5HP petrol
engine Veteran Car with luggage rack and
picnic basket.

2 vintage wooden jigsaw puzzles depicting
rural scenes with sheep.
Estimate £10 - £20

54

Scratch built model wooden speed boat
with storage box.
With approx 2cc glow plug engine, and an
Irvine hand fuel pump. containing 4 channel
controller and starter motor.
Measures 89cm long.
Estimate £50 - £70

Estimate £10 - £20
45

3 boxed wooden vintage jigsaw puzzles
together with one other.
To include 2 G.J.Hayter "Victory" puzzles.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/11/2018
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55

Action Man plastic tank together with a
collection of boxed vintage games.
Comprising Bumpershot, Matchbox M2 Moto
set, Lego system set, Ludo, Stickle Bricks, and
Spirograph. Some boxes a/f. Being sold in aid
of Cats Protection, Holbeach.

65

To include Star Wars and Marvel.
Estimate £10 - £20
66

Estimate £15 - £30
56

7 x Xbox 360 games together with 2 x
Manchester United football annuals and a
Wayne Rooney annual.

67

A boxed vintage home roulette game by K.&
C. LTD., London.

Estimate £10 - £20
68

Estimate £10 - £20
58

Estimate £8 - £12
69

Estimate £15 - £30

60

Estimate £8 - £12

A cased Nintendo Gamecube Mario Kart
Double Dash game complete with
instructions.

70

Together with a Mario Party 5 Nintendo
Gamecube empty box.

71

To include dolls of the world, boxed Oxford die
cast bus and scratch built boats.

A quantity of 24 Skylanders giants play
piece figures together with a Playstation 3
wireless portal.

Estimate £10 - £20
72

Estimate £10 - £20
73

Mostly football; FIFA and FIFA street, Pro
evolution Soccer and LMA Manager. Together
with cricket, golf and driving games and PS2
Eye Toy Play.

Approx L160cm, W 84cm, D8cm
Estimate £10 - £20
74

75

A quantity of 35+ Skylanders play pieces &
figures.

Estimate £15 - £30
76

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of assorted toys and games.
To include boxed Bratz doll, doll's high chair,
and boxed roulette.

A box of assorted vintage toys to include
teddies, books and Spongebob
Squarepants figures.
Together with a quantity of vintage Big 7 and
Kidditunes children's records.

A boxed Airfix set of WWII German
Paratroops - 1:32 scale, with other plastic
soldiers and vehicles.
Airfix set c1977 complete with all 14 figures
unpainted. Unboxed figures include Airfix 1:32
scale. Vehicles include Airfix 1:72 scale,
Matchbox & Benbros.

To include Swap force, Trap Team and
Imaginators.
64

A c1970's MOBO tin rocker horse.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

A small slate bed snooker table.
Together with 4 cues varying in size from 90cm145cm. Some marking to baize.

Estimate £20 - £40
A quantity of approx. 29 Playstation 2,3 & 4
games.

A vintage Tri-ang Baby walker with coloured
wooden bricks, & a vintage 'walker' doll.
Doll un-named, hard plastic body & vinyl head.

A 120GB HDD black Xbox 360.
Together with 10 cased Xbox 360 games to
include several Call of Duty games, Batman
Arkham Origins, Kinect Sports and Grand Theft
Auto V.

63

A box of mixed toys.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

62

A box Dublo 3 rail track and points.
Estimate £10 - £20

2 play pieces a/f.
61

A box of assorted vintage toys and games.
To include books, games, table tennis
accessories and Permac boxed snooker balls.

Approx. 123.5cm x 82.5cm.
59

A collection of 6 boxed c1970-80's board
games.
To include; Trivial Pursuit, A Question of Sport
and Mastermind.

A vintage boxed Joe Davis table top
snooker table and accessories.
To include; balls, cues, score board and chalk.
(blue ball and 1 red ball missing).

A boxed Saitek R440 Force Feedback TransWorld Racing Steering wheel control and
foot pedal.
Complete with leads. For PC, works with
Windows 98, Me, 2000 and XP.

Estimate £8 - £15

Complete with original dealers visor.

A quantity of 35 Skylanders Spyro's
Adventure play piece figures (some a/f).
Estimate £15 - £30

Being sold in aid of Cats Protection Holbeach.
57

A quantity of Disney Infinity play piece
figures together with 3 wired play portals.

Estimate £15 - £30
77

A modern soft toy rocking horse with sound
effects.
Some attention needed to straps.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/11/2018
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78

A small collection of vintage toys.

90

Comprising; boxed wooden chess pieces and
folding board, wooden Labyrinth style game
and a new set of Boule in green canvas bag
(zip a/f).
Estimate £10 - £20
79

To include Warner Bros, a boxed set of
Brooke Bond Bump and Go Cars and plastic
soldiers.
Estimate £10 - £20
91

2 large puzzle folders to include a Parker
Hilton Portapuzzle.

Estimate £10 - £20

3 vintage 'Star' pond yachts, c1960-70's.
Comprising:- boxed Northern Star, Endeavour
II, and smaller unnamed yacht.

92

A box of assorted Britains farm tractors,
machinery and plastic farm animals and
accessories.

Approx. 29cm tall.
Estimate £5 - £10
93

Base size approx. 95cm x 53.5cm

A box of assorted toys and annuals.
Comprising:- play worn diecast cars, Airfix 1:32
scale plastic soldiers, and c1970's annuals.

Estimate £20 - £40
94

Estimate £10 - £20
83

95

To include tinplate clockwork Mettoy train and
track, boxed The "Lawley" Skier toy, boxed
Rescue Division remote control Police car and
assorted boxed and unboxed Hornby and Triang trains and carriages.

96

Base size approx. 120cm x 68cm.
Estimate £20 - £40
97

Base size approx. 88cm x 60cm.
Estimate £15 - £30
98

Base approx. 85cm x 65cm.

A vintage 1999 boxed Tiger Toys Electronic
Furby.
Brown speckled colouration.

Estimate £15 - £30
99

Estimate £10 - £20
87

Base approx. 119.5cm x 80cm.
Estimate £20 - £40

In as new condition.
88

100

A quantity of vintage board games.

89

A quantity of assorted vintage toys.
To include Vintage McDonalds, Vintage
Disney Toys and small teddies.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/11/2018

5 assembled and painted kit military
aeroplanes to include US Navy plane.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

To include: Monopoly, Mastermind, The
Magnificent Race and The Eastenders Game.
Estimate £10 - £20

7 assembled and painted kit military
aeroplanes to include a Vulcan.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

2 boxed Spillers 1979 Homepride Fred
battery operated Radios.

Estimate £20 - £40

4 large assembled and painted kit military
aeroplanes.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

Estimate £10 - £20
86

4 large assembled and painted kit
aeroplanes.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

A large quantity in 2 boxes of vintage and
modern children's and adult jigsaw puzzles.
To include Wasgij, Waddingtons and Royal
Commemorative puzzles.

10 assembled and painted kit military
aeroplanes to include a bi-plane.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

Estimate £15 - £30
85

A box containing 19 assembled and painted
kit aeroplanes of various colours and sizes.
Estimate £20 - £40

7 homemade door stops of mice at a
wedding party.
Comprising: Bride & Groom, Bridesmaids,
Page boys and Vicar.

A box containing 5 assembled and painted
kit military aeroplanes.
Estimate £10 - £20

A box of assorted vintage toys, games and
trains.

Estimate £15 - £30
84

5 assembled and painted kit aeroplanes.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.

Estimate £20 - £40
82

A vintage vinyl toy of Topo Gigio the mouse.
With movable head and arms.

Estimate £20 - £30
81

A small box of assorted vintage toys.
To include Leonardo pig snow globe, a
quantity of fridge magnets, Micro Machines
mini playset and Star Wars vehicle.

Estimate £10 - £20
80

A box of assorted vintage toys.

Base approx. 97.5cm x 66cm.
Estimate £20 - £40
101

8 assembled and painted kit aeroplanes to
include Trans World Airlines.
Mounted on a polystyrene base.
Base approx. 119cm x 61cm.
Estimate £20 - £40
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102

A box containing 22 assembled and painted
kit aeroplanes to include Biplanes.

15

Estimate £20 - £40
103

A box containing 24 assembled and painted
kit military style aeroplanes.

Estimate £20 - £30
16

Estimate £20 - £40
Two boxes of children's books.
To include classics such as Dickens & Twain; a
variety of annuals, Observers, history books
and atlases.
Estimate £10 - £20
6

Estimate £20 - £30
17

3 reference books on toys & dolls.

7

Estimate £10 - £20
18

Estimate £20 - £30

To include sporting and historical titles.
8

19

A quantity of vintage Enid Blyton cartoon
strip books.
To include Noddy, Mary Mouse, Mandy, and Mr
Tumpty.

Estimate £20 - £30

To include Boy's Own and Eagle annual #5.
10

21

2 boxes of vintage children's books and
magazines.

11

Estimate £20 - £30
22

Approx. 35 misc comic books to include
Image, DC Comics, Marvel and more. Mostly
independent comics.

Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20

23

5 vintage Batman comics of note.

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £40 - £60
24

Issue #1 of Weird War Tales comic book by
DC Comics.

Issue #112 of X-Men comic book by Marvel
Comics.
Estimate £20 - £30

3 comic book annuals: 1967 Showcase,
1968 Superman and 1968 The Phantom.
Showcase and Superman by DC Comics. All
published by World Distributors.

Estimate £30 - £40
14

Approx. 65 vintage misc comic books.
80s. Includes: Action Comics, Detective
Comics, Marvel Triple Action, Lois Lane,
Avengers, Flash, and more.

Includes Batman Family #11. 2 Copies of
Detective Comics #474 (2nd Appearance of
Deadshot, 1st modern app) and Batman's
Detective Comics #477 & #576.
13

Approx. 27 vintage Issues of Superman
comic books by DC Comics.
80s. Includes: "The Superman Family", "Man of
Steel", "Superman" and "The Adventures of
Superman".

70s - Modern.
12

14 vintage Issues of Spider-Man comic
books by Marvel Comics.
80s. Includes: "Amazing Spider-Man" Issues
#317, 318, 319, 321, 322, 323, as well as
"Spectacular Spider-Man", "Web of SpiderMan" and "Marvel Team-Up" #71 & 72.

To include: 20 vintage Twinkle Annuals dating
from 1971 to 1992, Story Land Magazines,
Rupert Bear magazines and Roy Rogers
Annual.
Estimate £10 - £20

9 vintage Issues of Batman comic books by
DC Comics.
80s. Includes: "A Death In The Family" #1, #2
& #3, Issues #301, #407, #422, #436-8 and
#457.

A box of vintage children's comics and
books.

Estimate £8 - £12

First 10 Issues of Spawn comic books by
Image Comics.
Estimate £10 - £20

20

Estimate £15 - £30
9

Approx. 40 modern Superman comic books.
90s - Modern. DC Comics.

A collection of 16 Ladybird books. C1970's.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 25 modern Spider-Man and Batman
comic books.
90s - Modern. DC Comics & Marvel Comics.

Comprising:- Penny Toys, British Tin Toys, and
German Doll Marks & Identification.
Estimate £8 - £15

9 vintage 80s comic books of note by DC
and Marvel comics.
Includes: The Flash #233, Daredevil #152, Sgt
Fury #107, Marvel's Greatest #26, Astonishing
Tales #10 (Ka-Zar), Frankenstein Monster #12,
Star Wars #13, Kamandi #56 and Detective
Comics #500.

Books (T)
5

2 comic books: The Amazing Spider-Man
#182 by Marvel Comics and Firestorm #3 by
DC Comics.

Estimate £10 - £20
25

A collection of late 1980's/early 1990's
Marvel Transformers comics.
36 comics in total.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/11/2018
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26

A box of 1980's comics to include 2000AD,
Warlord, Buster, Beano, Whoopee and
Victor.

257

A 4-6-2 loco in black LMS livery, engine # 6231

Approx. 200 comics.
Estimate £40 - £60
27

Estimate £15 - £30
258

A box of 1970's & 80's comics to include:
Battle, Tammy, Roy of the Rovers, Tiger,
and Buster.
Approx. 160 comics.

A boxed Hornby Duchess of Atholl OO
gauge locomotive and tender.

An unboxed Hornby 00 gauge Golden Arrow
" Fighter Pilot" 21C155 train and tender.
Estimate £20 - £40

259

An unboxed Hornby 00 gauge LNER "
Mallard " 4468 train and tender.

Estimate £30 - £50
28

2 boxes of vintage children's books and
annuals.

Estimate £20 - £40
260

To include: Giles, Beano, Dandy, Tarzan and
Star Trek 3D pop up book.

Comprising R475 LMS brake 3rd coach (
crimson lake ), R223 Pullman coach first class
and

Estimate £10 - £20
29

A collection of 1970s Mickey Mouse comic
books by ICP Magazines.
Approx. 14 comics.

Estimate £10 - £20
261

Estimate £10 - £20
30

A box of vintage Pocket War Library,
Commando and Battle comic books.

251

A small quantity of assorted Hornby 00
gauge train carriages and track.

Box approx. 36.5cm long.
Estimate £35 - £50
263

In original interior packing.

3 boxed Hornby OO gauge LMS coaches.

Box approx. 36.5cm long.
Estimate £35 - £50
264

Estimate £15 - £25

'N' gauge railway track layout on board
approx 180cm x 120cm. With Hornby train
controller.
With railway accessories including several
buildings, railway scale diecast vehicles,
scenery kit, additional Bachmann controller,
additional track.

Estimate £10 - £20
264 a

255

256

A large quantity of vintage Hornby trains &
carriages, track, buildings and leads.

4 boxed sets of DVD's about steam railways.
Each box contains 16 different discs.
Estimate £30 - £50

Dinky
265

A boxed Dinky Toys 00 gauge set of 6
miniature figures for model railways.
Set 051, Station Staff.

Estimate £100 - £200
254

A small collection of steam train related
collectable items.
To include 3 boxed Atlas Editions miniature (Z
gauge) train sets of The Flying Scotsman, The
Golden Arrow and The Mallard (With CoA's).

3 boxed Lima OO gauge British Railway
coaches.
Estimate £15 - £25

253

A boxed Bachmann Branch-Line Robinson
O4 3547 LNER, black.

Estimate £15 - £30

2 x R.474 LMS Composite Coach (Crimson
Lake), and 1 x R.475 LMS Brake 3rd Coach
(Crimson Lake).
252

A boxed Bachmann Branch-Line Robinson
Class J11 5317 LNER, black.
In original interior packaging. 2 small tears to
box front.

Model Railway
Comprising: R441 SR composite coach, R445
SR brake 3rd coach, a boxed quantity of track
and a part electric train Rail Freight Set R681.

A boxed Hornby "Night Mail Express" 00
gauge electric train set R758.
Estimate £60 - £90

262

Estimate £10 - £20
250

2 boxed Hornby 00 gauge carriages.
Together with a Tri-ang unboxed train
carriage.

Estimate £20 - £30
266

In 4 boxes.

A tray of boxed & unboxed Dinky military
vehicles.

Estimate £30 - £50

To include #660 Tank Transporter.

Hornby Duke & Duchess of Sutherland 00
gauge locomotives and tenders.

Estimate £30 - £50
267

In LMS livery

A box of vintage Dinky cars, vans & train,
together with 2 Matchbox vehicles.

Estimate £30 - £60

Estimate £30 - £50

2 Hornby 00 gauge locomotives and tenders.
In LMS livery. Engine numbers 1000 and 4657
Estimate £30 - £60

Sale Day:

14/11/2018
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268

5 vintage Dinky vehicles.

280

Comprising:- Fire Engine, British Railways
Horse Box, Coles 20 Ton Lorry Mounted
Crane, Bedford Dust Cart, and Viscount plane

Model mint condition, box excellent (slight
stain to one end). Grey plastic wheel version.

Estimate £20 - £40
269

3 vintage Dinky petrol tankers.

Estimate £25 - £40
281

Comprising:- a boxed #942 Foden 'Regent'
Tanker, Mobilgas red tanker, and National
yellow tanker.

A boxed 'Heinz' Big Bedford Van #923.

Estimate £20 - £40
282

Estimate £15 - £30
271

A boxed Matchbox #24 Weatherill Hydraulic
Excavator.
Model mint condition, box excellent. Grey
plastic wheel version.

Estimate £15 - £30
270

A boxed Matchbox #11 ERF Esso red Petrol
Tanker.

A boxed Matchbox #33 Ford Zodiac in teal
green.
Model mint condition, box fair - staining &
slight tear. Grey plastic wheel version.

Boxed vintage Dinky #984 & 985 Car Carrier
and Trailer for Car Carrier.

Estimate £15 - £30
Estimate £30 - £50

283

Corgi
272

Model mint condition, box fair - staining. Grey
plastic wheel version.

A boxed Corgi 1:18 scale MGF 1.8i VVC
Roadster.
Hard Top in flame red.

Estimate £15 - £30
284

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of boxed and loose Matchbox &
Lledo Days Gone models.
To include 1912 Model T Ford, MB43 steam
locomotive,1912 Rolls Royce and Colmans
Mustard van

Estimate £15 - £30
285

A tub of Matchbox play worn diecast
vehicles.
Estimate £10 - £20

275

Estimate £25 - £40

Mixed Diecast
286

A boxed Matchbox #60 Morris J2 Pick up
"Builders Supply Company".

276

Estimate £10 - £20
287

Estimate £10 - £20
288

A boxed Matchbox #71 Army Water Truck,
Austin 200 Gallon water truck.

Estimate £10 - £20
289

Estimate £15 - £30
290

Estimate £15 - £30
A boxed Matchbox #72 Fordson Tractor
with dark orange wheel rims.

279

A French Dinky Autobus Parisien together
with an American Buick diecast car (Maker
not known).
Both unboxed.

Model mint condition, box good - some
staining. Grey plastic wheel version.
Estimate £20 - £40

A boxed Britains #9523 Ford TW-20 Tractor.
With driver, 1:32 scale.

Model mint condition, box poor - both end flaps
detached. Black plastic wheel version.
Together with a Matchbox collector pin badge.
278

A tub of assorted play worn diecast vehicles.
To include Hotwheels, Tonka, Corgi and Dinky.

Estimate £15 - £30
277

A tub of assorted play worn diecast vehicles.
To include Bburago, Maisto and Rastar.

A boxed Matchbox #62 General Service
Truck.
Model near mint condition, box fair - some
staining. Black plastic wheel version.

5 unboxed Bburago cars. 4 x 1:18 & 1 x 1:24
scale.
Comprising 3 x Ferrari's, 1 x Bugatti, (all 1:18)
and 1 x Fiat (1:24).

Model mint condition, box good - some
staining. Grey plastic wheel version.
Estimate £20 - £40

A boxed Matchbox #57 Wolseley 1500 in
pale green.
Model mint condition, box excellent. Grey
plastic wheel version.

Estimate £10 - £20
274

2 boxed Matchbox Superkings vehicles.
A K-116 Ferrari Racing Car Transporter with 2
cars, box good together with K-107
Powerlaunch Transporter, box poor.

Matchbox
273

A boxed Matchbox #55 D.U.K.W.

Estimate £10 - £20
291

A quantity of boxed diecast vehicles.

A boxed Matchbox #2 Muir Hill Dumper.

To include Corgi, Matchbox, Bburago and
Lledo.

Model mint condition, box excellent. Grey
plastic wheel version.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £25 - £40

Sale Day:

14/11/2018
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1011

Sale:

15/11/2018

Vintage 9ct gold brooch.
Pin not gold.
Measures approx 4.5cm across. Weight
approx 2.2g

Antiques & Interiors with Milllitaria

Estimate £35 - £45
1012

Jewellery
1001

A 9ct gold pendant set with 2 emeralds & 2
small diamonds.

Measures approx 6cm across. Weight approx
2.3g

On a 9ct gold 18" chain.
Total weight approx 2.3g.
Estimate £20 - £30
1002

Estimate £35 - £45
1013

A 9ct gold high set garnet solitaire
dress/engagement ring.

Internal diameter approx 2.8cm, total weight
(inc glass) approx 4.9g

Estimate £40 - £50
A pair of 9ct gold and square cut blue topaz
drop earrings.
Estimate £15 - £30
1004

Estimate £40 - £60
1014

A 9ct yellow gold classic design sapphire
and diamond dress/engagement ring.

Measures approx 4.5cm across x 3.7cm.
Total weight approx 12.4g.

Size N 1/2.

Estimate £50 - £60

Estimate £30 - £40
A 9ct white gold sapphire and diamond set
cross pendant.

1015

Estimate £40 - £60

A brand new light birds eye maple jewellery
box by Walwood.
Interior has two square compartments and
ring/earring cushions to both sides. Complete
with box.

Estimate £80 - £100
1016

Estimate £40 - £60
1007

1008

Estimate £50 - £60
1017

Pair of 9ct gold drop earrings. Shaped as
small hearts.

A quantity of costume and silver jewellery in
a wooden jewellery box.

Total weight approx 0.4g
Estimate £10 - £20
1018

4 vintage silver brooches.
One fan shaped with retro beach design, an
oval brooch with blue glass insert, one set with
marcasite and marked 800 plus one in the
shape of the letters BPW set with clear stones
(believed to be BPW New Zealand - an
association for business woman).
Estimate £20 - £30

1010

Pendant approx 1.70cm to the top of the bale,
earrings approx 1cm long.

Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £15 - £30
1009

9ct gold garnet and diamond set necklace
and matching earrings.
Oval garnets surrounded by small diamonds.
Pendant on 9ct gold chain.

A brand new red wood jewellery box by
Walwood.
Interior has 2 square compartments with
ring/earring cushions to both sides. Complete
with box.

Large 9ct gold sapphire & diamond
necklace and earring set.
Pendant set with a large oval sapphire
surrounded by small diamonds, measures
approx. 2.5cm long to the top of the bale - on
gold fancy link chain. Matching earrings
measure approx. 1.75cm long.

On a 18 inch 9ct white gold fine curb chain.
1006

Gold Victorian mourning brooch with
compartment at the back for hair or photo.
Not hallmarked, tests as approx. 8/9ct gold.
Rear compartment lined with red satin and has
glass cover.

Central oval sapphire surrounded by 14 small
diamonds.

1005

9ct gold large picture/coin mount pendant
with central glass.
Measures approx. 4cm across by 5cm down to
the top of the bale.

Ring O 1/2.
1003

Vintage 9ct gold bar brooch set with a
central sapphire surrounded by 8 seed
pearls.

Antique 9ct gold garnet set ring, hallmarked
Chester 1911.
One oval garnet missing.

3 stone set vintage silver brooches.
2 Celtic designs, one set with agate, the other
in the shape of a sword set with a citrine. Plus
one with a filigree silver border and set with
malachite.
Estimate £15 - £30

1019

Vintage silver duette brooch / dress clips,
set with marcasite.
Art Deco design. 5 marcasite stones missing.
Brooch measures approx 5cm across.
Estimate £15 - £30

Size P approx. Weight approx 1.7g
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1020

9ct gold hinged bangle set with oval
sapphire and 10 small diamonds.

1032

Size approx. S½.

Decorative mount with crossover design to
each side of the sapphire. Double safety clasp.
Total weight approx 8.9g
Estimate £70 - £90
1021

Total weight approx 1.4g.
Estimate £15 - £30
1033

2 pairs of 9ct gold earrings set with black
stones.

3 pairs of silver earrings.
One pair set with 2 strands of sapphires.

1022

A 9ct gold ring set with black onyx.

Estimate £15 - £30
1034

Estimate £15 - £30

Large pair of 9ct gold creole style hooped
earrings.

A pair of vintage silver oval cufflinks with
engine turned decoration.

Total weight approx 3.3g.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
1023

1035

A pair of vintage rectangular hallmarked
silver cufflinks.

Total weight approx 2.7g.

With engine turned decoration.
Estimate £15 - £30
1024

Estimate £20 - £30
1036

2 silver pendants and chains.

A pair of 9ct gold stud earrings set with faux
pearls.

Chain measures approx 18cm long and
weighs approx 1.4g. Charms weigh approx
1.9g.

Backs not original (not gold).
Estimate £10 - £20
1026

A small jewellery box containing a
collection of vintage costume & silver
jewellery.

Estimate £20 - £40
1037

Total weight approx 1.7g.

Estimate £15 - £30

3 pieces of diamante set vintage jewellery.

Estimate £20 - £30
1038

Comprising of a rolled gold ring set with 5
stones (size P), a Ciro CP brooch set with
diamante and faux pearls, plus a belt buckle
approx. 6cm x 3cm currently on black velvet
ribbon to wear as a choker.

A large collection of semi-precious stones
for jewellery making.

Total weight approx 2.2g.
Estimate £20 - £40
1039

Contains amethyst, blue lace agate, malachite,
rose agate, yellow lace agate, jade, sodalite.

1029

The word 'Mum' appears in the mount with 2
hearts either side.

Estimate £20 - £30

Total weight approx 1.7g. Size approx M.

A 9ct gold dolphin pendant on a gold chain.

Estimate £20 - £30
1040

9ct gold floating heart pendant on a gold
chain.

Total weight approx 25g.
Estimate £230 - £250

Total weight approx 1.4g.
Estimate £10 - £20
2 pairs of 9ct gold earrings.
One pair with channel set cubic zirconias, the
other are a knot design set with small
diamonds.

A bag of 9ct scrap gold.
Mostly broken jewellery, single earrings etc.
Does contain some stones.

Estimate £10 - £20

1031

9ct gold ring set with 4 sapphires and 3
diamonds.

Total weight approx 2.5kg.

Total weight approx 1.1g.
1030

3 pairs of gold earrings. Not marked but
test as 9ct gold.
Comprising: 1. Tri-colour twist design drop
earrings on posts 2. Drop earrings in a teardrop
design & 3. Stud earrings set with heart shaped
sapphires.

Estimate £10 - £20
1028

2 pairs of 9ct gold (tested) earrings set with
cubic zirconias.
Different designs, 1. stud earrings with leaf
design & 2. drop earrings on posts.

Includes Miracle & Mizpah brooches, silver
rings and a rolled gold bangle.
1027

A 9ct gold belcher chain bracelet.
Together with 2 gold charms: a lantern & a
bell. Charms are not hallmarked but test as
approx. 9ct gold.

Estimate £10 - £20
1025

2 pairs of 9ct gold hooped earrings of
different designs.

1041

A bag of 9ct scrap gold.
Mostly broken jewellery, single earrings etc.
Does contain some stones.
Approx weight 25g.
Estimate £230 - £250

Total weight approx 2.3g.
Estimate £20 - £30

Sale Day:
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1042

2 x large pewter brooches and a pair of
earrings, all by Liberty Pewter, London.

1052

1. A hedgehog. 2. An angels wing. 3. A
pierced ball.

Design #1035 has matching clip-on earrings
#1034. The other brooch is design #1029.
Both brooches measure approx 42mm square.

Estimate £15 - £30
1053

Estimate £15 - £20
1043

Estimate £15 - £30
1054

Estimate £15 - £30
1044

7 x pairs of silver earrings.

1045

One stone missing. Size L½ approx.
Estimate £15 - £20
1056

Silver hinged bangle with decorative
engraving. Approx. 2cm deep.
Slight dent to one side and safety chain
broken.

Estimate £15 - £30
1057

Approx weight 3.5g.
Estimate £25 - £35
1058

Total weight approx 2.5g.
Estimate £20 - £30
1059

5 x silver rings of different designs.

Total weight approx 4.2g.
Estimate £30 - £40
1060

Comprising: Large wedding band with
'hammered' effect finish, size V. Cross over
Dolphin design, size N. Small ring with silver
ball mounted on top, size K. Amethyst set ring
with one stone missing, size P. Plain faceted
ring, size L.
Estimate £15 - £30
1049

Estimate £10 - £20
1061

Estimate £10 - £20
1062

A pair of 9ct gold clip-on earrings.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £30
Sterling silver double link charm bracelet
with padlock style fastening and safety
chain.

3 items of silver jewellery.
A decorative silver cross on a 18inch chain, a
7.5 inch silver chain bracelet with 6 round
freshwater pearls and a silver ring set with
central square cut jade. Size O.

Total weight approx 2.7g.
1051

A 925 silver pendant with decorative bale
set with small white stones and a
freshwater pearl drop.
On a 18 inch Singapore style chain.

Estimate £15 - £30
1050

A 925 silver drop pendant set with a
freshwater pearl and a square cut cabochon
garnet.
On 18 inch silver curb chain. Pendant approx.
3.5cm long including bale. Garnet 9mm square.

5 x silver rings of different designs.
Comprising: Wishbone ring set with 9
sapphires, size J. Vintage ring set with red &
clear stones, size N½. Gold plated silver ring
set with a citrine, size O. Celtic style ring, size
P. Small open wedding band, size L.

Hallmarked 9ct gold rope bracelet.
With a pair of gold rope chain earrings.

Estimate £15 - £30
1048

Hallmarked 9ct gold wishbone ring.
Size M½ approx.

2 x silver pendants on silver chains.
1. Jade pendant carved as lower arm with
hand clenched. 2. Modern design set with a
single clear stone.

A 9ct gold 3 bar gate bracelet.
With small padlock fastening and safety chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
1047

2 x 9ct gold chain bracelets.
Total approx weight 3.1g.

Estimate £15 - £30
1046

9ct gold dress ring set with 4 blue/green
stones.
Weight approx 1.7g

7 x pairs of silver earrings.
Comprising: 3 pairs of stud earrings, one pair
set with blue & clear stones. 2 x pairs of drop
earrings. 2 x pairs of hoop earrings.

Ornate silver bangle set with malachite in
decorative mounts.
Estimate £15 - £30

1055

Comprising: 3 x pairs of studs, one set with
peridot. One pair of drop earrings on wires, set
with lapis lazuli. A Celtic design pair of hoop
earrings on posts and 2 x pairs of decorative
hoop earrings.
Estimate £15 - £30

2 x silver chain bracelets.
1. Chunky bracelet with fancy links and lobster
claw clasp. 2. Bracelet with diamante set heart
and key charm.

6 x pairs of silver earrings of different styles.
Comprising: 2 pairs of studs, one in a heart
shape. 2 pairs of drop earring on wires, one
set with garnet cabochons. One pair of drop
earrings on posts and a large pair of twisted
hoop earrings.

3 x pendants on silver chains.

1063

A 925 silver bangle with 3 bezel set garnet
cabochons.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £20

Sale Day:
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1064

A 9ct white gold ruby and diamond dress
ring.

1076

Together with a white metal ethnic style filigree
ring.

Central small ruby surrounded by 6 other
rubies. 7 small diamonds set to each shoulder.

Ring size M.

Size O.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £30 - £40
1065

1077

A 925 silver rose head dress ring.

A men 925 silver ring. Square shaped, set
with square and oblong cut clear stone.

Size P.

Ring size Q

Total weight 5g.

Total weight 11.1g.

Estimate £10 - £20
1066

A brooch set with oval carnelian in a silver
mount.

Estimate £10 - £20
1078

Measures approx. 5cm across.

Total length 7.5 inches.

A box of assorted costume jewellery mostly
beads and bangles.
Total weight approx. 4.5kg.

Estimate £10 - £20
1079

Estimate £10 - £20
1068

A basket of assorted vintage costume
jewellery.

Size K1/2.
Estimate £15 - £30
1080

To include faux pearls, brooches bracelets and
beads.
Estimate £10 - £20
1070

Estimate £15 - £30
1081

A quantity of jewellery making items.

A 9ct gold emerald and diamond half
eternity ring.

Size S.
Estimate £10 - £20

Hugs and kisses design. One emerald missing.
1082

Estimate £30 - £40
1072

Total weight 13.2g.
Estimate £10 - £20
1083

Ring size N 1/2.
A 9ct gold sapphire cluster style dress ring.
Small central round cut sapphire surrounded
by 6 other small sapphires. Unusual style
shoulders.
Ring size Q 1/2.

1075

Sizes O,M,P,M and L.
Estimate £15 - £30
1084

A set of 3 stone set 925 silver dress rings.

A decorative silver bracelet with Celtic knot
link and bezel set white stone links.

Middle ring set with central amethyst and 2
deep pink stones. 2 other rings set with 3 dark
pink stones. When 3 rings are worn together it
creates a flower.

Total length 7.5 inches.

Size K.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £30 - £40
1074

5 silver dress rings. 4 stone set.
A silver twisted band, a crystal set dome band
ring, a central blue topaz stone set ring, a
central blue stone surrounded by small white
stones and a square red stone ring.

Estimate £30 - £40
1073

A 925 silver dress ring with woven knot
design.
Size U.

A 9ct gold small flower design emerald and
diamond dress ring.
Small central round cut emerald surrounded
by 6 small diamonds. Decoration to shoulders.

A large 925 silver ladies band style dress
ring set with clear stones.
Alternating bands of oblong cut and round cut
stones. Pierced hearts design to underside of
stones and pierced heart, star and moon work
to edges of band.

Estimate £10 - £20

Ring size P 1/2.

A 925 silver dress ring with unusual floral
amethyst, garnet and pink topaz set design.
Size O.

Together with a cased diamond tester and a
collection of earrings.
1071

A 925 silver trilogy dress ring set with 3
rubies.
Central stone 10mm x 7mm, stones each side
6mm x 4mm.

A quantity of assorted jewellery boxes,
cases and display necks.
Estimate £10 - £20

1069

A decorative clear stone set 925 silver
bracelet.
Rows of 7 smaller clear stones set between 9
oval clear stones.

Estimate £10 - £20
1067

A vintage filigree work pendant on a chain.

A ladies silver cluster style dress ring set
with 31 small pale lilac stones.
Size O.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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1085

A round paua shell set Mexican silver
brooch.

1096

Together with a 925 silver oval locket with
engraved detail to front and a pair of 925 silver
clips on dome style earrings.

The brooch has an engraved dome section to
the front set on a mount with rope detail to the
edge. The back has a pin but also loops that
suggest you can wear it as a pendant. It
appears to have been made from separate
pieces of jewellery.

Estimate £10 - £20
1086

4 ladies stone set eternity style dress rings.
Amethyst and clear stone set, a half eternity
style set with small round clear stones,
wishbone style set with sapphires and a half
eternity style set with 5 round clear stones.

Tests as gold but different areas are of
different carats from 7ct to 15ct. Total weight
approx 10.7g

Sizes N,J,and P.
Estimate £15 - £30
1087

Estimate £20 - £40
1097

A 925 silver ring in shape of a cat. Set with
2 small sapphires for eyes.

Estimate £10 - £20
3 silver stone set eternity style dress rings.

Estimate £10 - £20
1098

Wishbone style set with garnets and clear
stone, half eternity set with yellow stones and
half eternity set with clear stones.
Estimate £15 - £30
A ladies silver cuff bangle. Marked 925.
Total weight 26.1g.

Estimate £8 - £12
1099

A silver mounted Wedgwood oval pendant
on a 24inch silver curb chain.
Estimate £10 - £20

1091

Estimate £10 - £20
1100

2 silver sapphire set dress rings.

A contemporary design pendant made from
natural coral decorated with silver.

One traditional cluster and one diamond
shaped cluster.

On a black cord thong.
Estimate £20 - £40

Both size K.
Estimate £15 - £30
1092

1101

A unusual design bangle style bracelet.

Estimate £15 - £30
1102

Marked 925.
Estimate £15 - £30
Central oval blue stone surrounded by 20
smaller clear stones.

Estimate £10 - £20
1103

Estimate £10 - £20
1094

A vintage round silver locket with floral
engraved decoration to front.

A collection of vintage brooches to include
stone set and Miracle.
Estimate £10 - £20

1104

On a 16 inch fine link chain.

A small collection of silver and white metal
jewellery.
Comprising a silver cross pendant with engine
turned decoration, silver St Christopher on a
chain, a silver St Christopher pendant and a
circular pendant with delicate floral decoration
set with clear stones.

Estimate £10 - £20
1095

A wooden box containing a quantity of
vintage jewellery.
To include necklaces, earrings and cufflinks.
Box complete with key.

A ladies silver stone set dress ring.

Size O 1/2.

A mother of pearl foot shaped pendant on a
silver rope chain.
Together with a silver shell set ring.

Set with large clear stone surrounded by off
set squares.

1093

4 silver and white metal pendants.
A circular shell pendant, a cross set with blue
stones, a circular paua shell and garnet
pendant and a labradorite drop pendant.

Estimate £15 - £30
1090

A collection of Oriflame costume jewellery
with original packaging.
Comprising a heart shaped pendant on chain
set with clear stone, a ring, a pink and gold
tone bracelet, a gold tone necklace set with red
stones and a small collection of pin badges.

Sizes O, J 1/2, and K.
1089

A white metal Chinese symbol pendant on a
25 inch sterling silver trace chain.
Together with a pair of Peacock blue
freshwater pearl stud earrings. Butterfly backs
marked 925.

Size L
1088

Victorian gold mourning brooch with
compartment to the reverse with woven fair
hair.

2 x 18" silver figaro chains with pendants.
One circular pendant with letter E and a white
metal heart.

Total weight 18.3g.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1105

A scrap vintage rose 9ct gold wedding band.
Total weight 3.1g.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1116

Watches
1106

Ladies Raymond Weil Genève 18ct gold
plated watch face.

Swiss movement, dial and movement marked
JW Benson. Gold tone strap. Appears in
working order.

Estimate £8 - £15
1107

A collection of vintage ladies and gents
wristwatches. Some working.

Estimate £25 - £50
1117

To include, Bentima, Timax, Montine, Citron,
Zetron and Mortima.

A brand new birds eye maple watch box by
Walwood.

Estimate £20 - £40
1118

Interior has 6 watch compartments in cream
velveteen. Complete with box.

A 9ct gold cased Cyma ladies vintage
wristwatch. Rolled gold Excalibur
expanding strap.

Estimate £10 - £20

Silver & Silver Plate
1119

Glass missing.

A collection Patek Phillipe of watch
catalogues and magazines.

Both stand approx 20cm tall. Total weight
approx 982.5g

To include 2016 Basleworld brochure with the
Patek USB flash drive.
Estimate £10 - £20
1111

Estimate £180 - £220
1120

A collection of watch brochures and
catalogues.

Weight approx 98g.

Estimate £10 - £20

A brand new boxed Black geometric design
watch box with glass top by Walwood.

Estimate £80 - £120
1121

Cream velveteen lining with compartments
and cushions for 6 watches.
Estimate £35 - £50
A men's Tissot wrist watch. Black leather
strap.

1114

Estimate £15 - £30
1123

An Ingersoll Triumph chrome cased pocket
watch in need of repair.

A collection of silver and white metal items.
To include vanity jars, matchbox case
bracelets.

Together with a vintage silver cased pocket
watch also in need of repair.

Estimate £15 - £30
1124

1115

2 hallmarked silver monogrammed napkin
rings together with a small silver buckle.
Buckle hallmarked Birmingham 1939 and
napkin rings both hallmarked Birmingham, one
1926 and the other 1939.

With Roman numeral hour markers, seconds
hand and date function.
Estimate £50 - £70

5 pieces of silver cutlery. To include a
mustard spoon with decorative handle.
Estimate £15 - £30

1122

1113

Vintage hallmarked silver sugar sifter by
Mappin & Webb.
Nice stepped shape and pierced top.
Birmingham HM 1938.

To include early Rolex, Omega, Ball, Longines
and Zenith.
1112

Matching vintage hallmarked silver coffee
pot and water pot.
Simple design with decorative bands to rim
and base. Birmingham HM 1932, maker
B.B.S.Ld - Barker Bros.

Estimate £15 - £30
1110

2 vintage pocket watches, Smiths and
Justex.
Together with a men's leather strap Services
automatic wristwatch with date function.

Estimate £40 - £60
1109

A ladies vintage Avia wristwatch with 9ct
gold case and Speidel flexi strap.
Working order.

Estimate £15 - £30
1108

Vintage watch with 9ct gold case, HM
Birmingham 1933 A.L.D.

Estimate £15 - £30

A silver clad wooden box with monogram
decorative initials to top.

An 18ct gold pocket watch - HM JWB LD
London 1923. In working order.

Approx. 17.5 x 9.5 x 6cm.

Dial with Roman numerals and second hand
dial. Marked JW Benson London. Inside the
case is "The Ludgate" Best London Make
M4800, JW Benson 62 & 64 Ludgate Hill,
London. With fitted case.

Estimate £40 - £60
1125

HM London 1911. Weight approx. 134.1g
Height approx 18cm.
Estimate £40 - £60

Total weight approx 103.4g.
Estimate £750 - £1000

Hallmarked silver sugar sifter.

1126

A collection of vintage silver plated items.
Comprising: A decorated pair of fish servers,
a boxed set of grapefruit spoons and a boxed
set of six butter knives with steel blades and
faux ivory handles.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1127

3 hallmarked silver circular pin/coin trays.
i) With SHI monogram and engraved detail,
Walker & Hall, hallmarked Sheffield 1913,
approx. 41.7g ii) With frosted glass liner,
hallmarked London 1929, approx. 42.5g
(without liner). iii) With twisted rope design rim,
hallmarked Sheffield 1900 with Harry Atkin
(Atkin Bros) makers mark, approx. 37.9g.

1128

1136

To include pre-decimal coins, commemorative
sets and jubilee crowns
Estimate £15 - £30
1137

Estimate £8 - £15

Metalware

A quantity of silver and white metal items to
include a silver Walker & Hall ashtray,
approx. 49g.

1138

Estimate £10 - £20
1139

Estimate £10 - £20
1140

Estimate £10 - £20
1141

To include 4 footed tray, pair of candle sticks,
jugs and 2 handled bowls.
Estimate £10 - £20
1131

1142

Estimate £10 - £20
1143

Estimate £130 - £180

Estimate £10 - £20
1144

Case size approx. 33cm x 33cm.

A continental 800 silver lidded trinket pot
with classical scene to lid.

Estimate £400 - £500
1145

Ribbed upper and lower rims with cross over
detail.
Approx. 2.75cm tall x 6.5cm diameter. Total
weight approx. 70g.

A vintage cast iron L.Lange & Co wood
burner painted green.
Together with chimney.

Estimate £130 - £180
1133

A box of assorted vintage metal ware items.
To include 3 copper/brass long handled spirit
cups, an art nouveau design dish, boot hooks
and nut crackers.

A mounted and framed hallmarked silver
commemorative platter.
"The College of Arms" plate for The 25th
Anniversary of The Coronation of Elizabeth II.
Total silver weight approx. 560g.

A box of assorted misc items, mostly metal
ware.
To include cased Swift binoculars, cased
Ronson lighter and assorted brass and copper
items.

"The College of Arms" plate for The Queen's
Silver Jubilee. Total silver weight approx. 560g.
With CoA.

1132

A vintage brass oil lamp with white glass
shade and glass chimney.
Estimate £10 - £20

A mounted and framed hallmarked silver
commemorative platter.

Case size approx. 33cm x 33cm.

Vintage Eve Ware metal long spout kettle.
Possibly an early curtain/fabric steamer.

Estimate £10 - £20
A quantity of assorted silver plated items.

A box containing a very large quantity of
flatware.
Also 2 Walker & Hall half pint mugs.

A heavy silver plated handled basket with
fruit decoration.
Together with a silver plated pedestal based
fruit dish with decorative rim.

2 small oval galvanized tin baths.
46 x 34cm

Estimate £30 - £40

1130

A Charles II farthing, indistinct date.

Estimate £30 - £50

Total weight (to include wooden base in one
item) approx. 204g.
1129

A collection of UK coins.

A vintage galvanised 2 handled bin.
Approx. 57cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

1146

A quantity of 30 vintage aluminium
industrial lampshades.

Estimate £20 - £40
1134

A hallmarked silver monogrammed vesta
case.

Estimate £50 - £60
1147

Hallmarked inside Birmingham 1896.
Monogrammed with interlocking letters W.H.W.

Approx. 28cm diameter.

Total weight approx. 30.4g.
Estimate £15 - £30
1135

An Art Deco silver covered dressing table
set comprising, 2 brushes and a hand
mirror.
2 pieces hallmarked Birmingham 1928 and
one piece Birmingham 1930. All with JBC&S
makers mark.

An Arts & Crafts circular copper shallow
dish with decorated rim and scalloped edge.

Estimate £30 - £50
1148

A cast iron small fireback depicting a figure
riding a cow. Date to bottom 1697.
Crack to top and through body. Repair bars to
back.
Approx. 59cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £15 - £30

Coins
Sale Day:
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1149

A modern cast iron fire grate with attached
fire dogs.

1160

Ring decoration to top.

Together with a brass coal shovel and
matching tongs.

Approx. 94cm wide.
Estimate £15 - £30
1150

2 cast metal signs "ladies" and "gentlemen".

Measures approx. 163cm long unextended x
50cm deep.

Largest approx. 18cm long x 4cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £8 - £15
1151

1161

2 cast metal signs "Larder" and "Study".
Largest approx. 22cm long x 4.5cm tall.
2 cast metal signs "No Smoking" and
"Management".

Estimate £15 - £30
1163

A cast metal "Beware of the Dog" sign.

Estimate £15 - £30
1164

Estimate £8 - £15
1154

Largest approx. 15.5cm long x 4cm tall.
1155

2 cast metal signs "Waiting Room" and
"Underground".

Estimate £15 - £30
1165

1156

1166

Wombwell, South Yorkshire.

1157

Estimate £30 - £50
1167

Estimate £8 - £15

A box of assorted misc. copper and brass
items.

Large antique copper pan with lid, handles
and pouring spout.

To include jugs, plaques and miniature
ornaments.

Riveted handles and bars on side to sit on a
stand.

Estimate £10 - £20

Measures approx 37cm in diameter by 33cm
tall.
1158

1168

A pair of large vintage brass ship's port &
starboard lamps.

Estimate £60 - £90

Approx. 39cm tall x 26cm wide.

3 vintage copper items.

Estimate £80 - £120

Comprising: Teapot, tankard & circular tray
decorated with Egyptian scenes and signed on
the back in Arabic (possibly).
Tray measures approx. 32cm in diameter,
teapot 20cm tall & tankard 12cm tall.

1169

Large brass ornamental cannon, together
with 2 matching brass horses.

Estimate £30 - £60
1170

An antique brass jam pan.
38cm diameter x 12cm deep.
Estimate £20 - £40

1171

Cannon measures approx. 42cm long x 20cm
tall. Horses measure approx. 18cm tall x
19cm long.
Estimate £35 - £45

A large antique brass oval bed warmer.
Approx. 59cm wide.

Estimate £10 - £20
1159

A collection of assorted metal ware items.
Comprising; metal studded cauldron, a pair of
firedogs and a circa 1960's chromium
companion set.

2 cast metal signs, "GB" together with a
curved "Superheat" by Foulstone Forge.
Largest approx. 15.5cm x 9cm.

A vintage table top brass gong with beater
on wooden plinth.
Estimate £10 - £20

Largest approx. 22.5cm long x 4.5cm tall.
Estimate £8 - £15

A box of metal ware.
Comprising a copper coal scuttle, brass based
lamp, fire dogs, brass magazine rack, brass
donkey and bass rocking horse.

2 cast metal signs "Ladies" and "Toilet".

Estimate £8 - £15

A box of mixed metal ware.
To include enamel kitchen ware, companion
sets and candelabra.

Estimate £8 - £15
Approx. 18cm x 9cm.

2 sets of vintage weighing scales.
Both with set of weights

Both aprox. 23cm wide x 4cm tall.
1153

Vintage National cash register.
Estimate £10 - £20

1162

Estimate £8 - £15
1152

Decorative extending brass fire fender with
barley twist & ball raised railing to corner
and sides.

An antique brass jam pan.
37cm diameter x 11cm deep.
Estimate £20 - £40

1172

2 brass bells with turned wooden handles.
Largest approx. 19cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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1173

A collection of 8 antique pewter teapots,
coffee pots and lidded urns.

1183

To include James Dixon & sons, Shaw &
Fisher and Thomas Otley.
Estimate £15 - £30
1174

Estimate £10 - £20
1184

A collection of antique pewter measures
and tankards.
To include quart, pints and gills.

Estimate £20 - £40
1185

Estimate £10 - £20
1186

A collection of assorted vintage pewter
items.
To include unusual shaped spoons,
candlesticks and religious cup & plates with
HIS Christogram.

1187

Estimate £25 - £50
1189

Estimate £10 - £20
1178

A vintage brass cauldron shaped coal
bucket with tripod legs and twist design
handle.
Together with a pair of wood and leather
bellows.

Estimate £25 - £50
1190

Approx. 49.5cm long.

Medal & Militaria Items - Reproductions.
Due to the large number of reproductions
currently being produced for Film, TV, and Reenactment, it is increasingly difficult to
ascertain the authenticity of some items.
Therefore we can offer no guarantee to their
authenticity and are SOLD AS SEEN. Items
described as PATTERN are an example of the
described item with no guarantee of age or
authenticity.
Estimate £ - £

Estimate £10 - £20
1191

Estimate £10 - £20
1192

A Victorian/early 20th century Irish Great
Southern & Western Railway button.
Approx. 17mm in diameter.

Estimate £8 - £15
1194

1182

A collection of reproduction military pin
badges.

A small Kukri knife with leather sheath.
Brass lion detail to end of handle.
Estimate £8 - £15

1195

28cm x 39cm approx
Estimate £15 - £30

2 vintage Military themed music LP's.
Comprising 'Bawdy Barrack-Room Ballads
(1971) featuring Mademoiselle from
Armentieres, and 30 Smash Hits of the War
Years (1974) featuring Lilli Marlene, Waltzing
Matilda.

Estimate £8 - £15

Illustrations from the Army & Navy Register
and Woolwich Gazette. " Rocket Practice In
The Marshes " and " Royal Horse Artillery 1843
".

A bronze Price Arthur 1874 Exhibition
medallion with circular presentation box.
Estimate £25 - £40

1193

A pair of framed and glazed antique hand
coloured prints.

Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Military Insignia
of the 20th Century.
Hardback book by Guido Rosignoli

Made by J. Ireland & Son, Dublin.

1181

A WWII machete in leather scabbard (stud
missing).
Both sheath and blade dated 1944. Crown
motif and No 125 also visible on blade.

Militaria & Medals

1180

An original circa WW2 period Pith Helmet
with liner and chin strap.
Made by Moss Bros & Co. Ltd, Covent Garden.

Estimate £15 - £30
1179

An original WW2 Buckinghamshire
Battalion khaki side cap.
Dated 1943. With Regimental badge over red
felt to side, and 2 Light Infantry buttons to front.

A pair of heavy pewter pheasant figures.
Largest approx. 9cm tall x 17cm long.

A US pattern white MP's helmet.
Estimate £10 - £20

1188

Estimate £10 - £20
1177

A WW2 pattern British tin helmet with liner.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30
1176

A military tin helmet with liner.
Inside of rim stamped "9/41" on one edge, and
"M" on opposite edge.

A collection of assorted vintage and antique
pewter items.
To include jugs, tankards, lidded pots and
inkwell.

A modern RAF Regiment uniform.
Comprising:- Cap, tunic, & trousers.

Estimate £15 - £30
1175

A collection of vintage buttons and badges
to include Military, ARP, Police, and Fire
Service.

3 modern re-enactment leather pouches.
Estimate £10 - £20

1196

A German Police WWII pattern flag.
Approx. 85cm x 150cm.
Estimate £50 - £80

Estimate £8 - £15
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1197

A German WWI pattern trench club.

1213

Approx. 37.5cm long.

Estimate £8 - £15

Estimate £30 - £50
1198

A German WWI pattern wooden handled
boot knife with sheath.
Approx. 30cm long.

1199

1214

Estimate £50 - £80

WW2 pattern Reproduction RAF pilots
gloves.

A German WWI pattern wooden handled
boot knife with sheath.

Interior label states leather with 100% acrylic
lining.

Estimate £50 - £80

Estimate £8 - £15
1216

A German WWI pattern feldmutze soft
trench cap.
Estimate £50 - £80

1201

A Israeli helmet with bullet marks.
Estimate £25 - £50

1204

A modern Veplas Velenje CVD570 Slovenian
helmet.

Estimate £8 - £15
1219

1207

1208

1220

A WWII pattern A.R.P. Light Rescue arm
band.

A grey Danish Military tin helmet.

Estimate £8 - £15
1221

A green Danish Military tin helmet.

A Czechoslovakian Military tin helmet.

1222

Approx. 68cm long.

A circa WWI wooden handled bayonet with
hooked quillion.

Estimate £8 - £15
1223

Approx. 37cm long.

A pair of bullion wire RAF WO1 sleeve
badges.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 4.75cm x 4.5cm.

A vintage Kukri with hammered patterns
and "India" to blade.

Estimate £8 - £15
1224

Estimate £8 - £15
1225

WW2 pattern German N.S.K.K. motor cycle
helmet, believed to be a reproduction.
Estimate £30 - £50
A WWII German Mineral water bottle, found
in Kurland, Latvia.
Estimate £8 - £15

1212

Size 1R.

A WWI pattern reproduction Royal Flying
Corps Observers wings.
Estimate £10 - £20

A German WWII pattern SOE-OSS Caltrop.

A pair of WWII pattern khaki canvas M1938
gaiters/leggings.
Marked to interior with stock No, makers name
George S. Rumley Co.

Estimate £10 - £20

1211

A vintage reproduction child size Halberd
axe.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 41cm long.

1210

A WWII pattern US and d.r.c Signaller arm
band.
Estimate £8 - £15

Lion shaped pommel.

1209

Cold War period Soviet cap. Dated 1983.
Estimate £8 - £15

Estimate £10 - £30
1206

WW2 pattern German ceramic goblet. Dated
1942.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1205

WW2 era German marked salt glazed
mineral water bottle. Dated 1937.
Estimate £8 - £15

1218

Estimate £25 - £50

1203

WW2 pattern snuff tin "Specially Packed for
the German Army" .
Estimate £8 - £15

1217

A WWI pattern US army Chaplains tin
helmet.
Black with a white painted cross.

1202

A Vietnam Era US mess tin, dated 1962.
Estimate £10 - £20

1215

Approx. 30cm long.
1200

A WWII pattern Africa Malaria pill Tin
(empty).

WWII pattern German Waffen SS rim
stamped Mauser round - Inert.
Estimate £8 - £15

1226

WWII pattern Japanese cloth star hat badge.
Estimate £8 - £15

1227

2 vintage daggers.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15
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1228

German Insignia Wehrmacht Pioneer
Officer, with silver coloured metallic thread.

1237

Comprising; cloth uniform eagle on dark grey
background, Pair of collar Insignia on dark
green backing and a pair of shoulder straps
with black felt background.

Comprises:- 1939-45 Star, France and
Germany Star, Defence Medal, and War Medal
1939-45 in postage box with award leaflet. Also
a 'For Military Efficiency' medallion (engraved
'C Coy. 5 T.B.R.E.), R.E. cap badge, Identity
Card, Certificate of transfer to the Army
Reserve, Soldier's service and Pay Book,
Soldier's Release Book 'Class A', Record of
Service card, other related paperwork, and 2
Company photographs with S.J. Rideout ringed.

Estimate £70 - £90
1229

Post WWII German overseas side cap in
green felt.
Label to interior marked Bamberger Mützen
Industrie.
Estimate £10 - £20

1230

German post WWII overseas side cap in
field grey fabric with green piping.

Estimate £40 - £60
1238

Label to interior marked G.u.F. Brand.

A quantity of military badges, mostly restrikes.

Estimate £25 - £40
1239

To include Yorkshire Regt, ARP and
Intelligence Corps

A 19th century Russian military coloured
print.

Estimate £15 - £30
1240

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15

1241

A collection of non fiction books about
Germany in World War I and II.

Estimate £8 - £15

34 x 40cm
Estimate £10 - £20
1242

A WWII leather cased Exploder Dynamo
Condenser MkII, WA 10761.
Leather case has some damage and strap is
missing.

A vintage square shaped tin trunk with
internal lidded compartment, possibly
military.

Estimate £25 - £50
1243

Estimate £8 - £15
1244

Estimate £8 - £15
1245

British Civil Aircraft since 1919 - 3 volume
set of hardback books.
By A.J. Jackson. With dustjackets. 1973/4
Second Editions.

PP131 Sunderland MK5 209 Squadron,
Koggala Lake, Ceylon 1946. Framed and
glazed and dated 1987.
Approx. 34cm x 51cm.

Aircraft of the Royal Air Force since 1918
hardback book.
By Owen Thetford. With dustjacket. 1979
Seventh Edition.

Estimate £10 - £20
Gordon Sage Aviation Artist from
Cambridge, signed First Edition print "Sama
Bay".

9 x American Battlefield handbooks.
Paperback. Published by the National Park
Service. C1950-60's

Together with a small metal case with canvas
strap and a canvas bag.
1236

Infantry Training Manual 1902.
Pocket sized in excellent condition.

Estimate £15 - £30
1235

A watercolour depicting Canadian Artillery
1961 by Frank Scott.
Unframed mounted.

To include Hitler's table talk and The Anatomy
Of The Nuremberg Trials.
1234

6 mounted (unframed) military prints.
One a signed limited edition.

34 x 26cm
1233

A box of framed & glazed military prints.
To include Napoleonic uniforms.

Estimate £25 - £40
1232

The Great War Medal Collectors Companion
by Howard Williamson.
Hardback limited edition #783/3500. Signed by
the author.

Estimate £10 - £20
1231

WW2 medal group and other items for
T/10705739 Sapper S. J. Rideout, Royal
Engineers.

Estimate £20 - £40
1246

Estimate £10 - £20

3 Cambridgeshire Home Guard items.
Comprising:- Enamel lapel badge, The Home
Guard Training Manual, and 'We Also Served'
book (The story of the Home Guard in
Cambridgeshire and The Isle of Ely 1940-1943.
Estimate £15 - £30

1247

A box of books on the RAF, USAF & ROC.
To include 'Castles in the Air' signed by author
Martin Bowman. first editions.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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1248

3 military pen & ink sketches.

1258

No visible signatures. All 3 framed & glazed
together.

Ledencongres 'S-Gravenhage 2-3 October
1970. Named to Prof. Dr. H.G.J.M. Kuypers

Each sketch approx. 11 x 8cm
Estimate £15 - £30
1249

10cm diameter.

A WW1 bronze dish depicting the Palais de
Justice, Brucellas in relief.
Believed to have been brought back by a
WW1 Tommy.

Estimate £10 - £20
1259

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30
An original WW1/2 pair of tank / driving
goggles.

1260

Estimate £20 - £40
A piece of early WW1 Norfolk Regiment
trench art.
Made from a German shell case dated Feb
1914. With Norfolk Regt. Cap badge attached.

Largest print measures 45 x 63cm.
Estimate £15 - £30
1261

Estimate £25 - £40
1252

A WW1 Kugel grenade.
Inert battlefield find.

2 x WW1 photograph albums and
associated papers - Waziristan Campaign.
A soldier's photographic record of his military
travels in India and the Far East during WW1.
Together with a few loose photos, a Waziristan
Campaign booklet of Despatches Published
and Success of Operations, published in
Lahore, c1918, a press cutting on the
Waziristan campaign, a Copy of Battalion
Order dated 24th August 1917 at Lahore, for
the 2/6th Battalion The Royal Sussex
Regiment. (A complimentary letter on Battalion
performance in action from the Commanding
Officer), and a letter from on 2nd Life Guards
headed paper. All items were found in the back
of the larger album.

1262

German Knights Cross ribbon bar.

1263

German WW2 pattern Navy Destroyers
badge.
Silver colour. Believed reproduction.

German WW2 pattern Navy Destroyers
badge.
Gold colour. Believed reproduction.

Estimate £50 - £70
1265

Estimate £15 - £30
1266

Estimate £8 - £15

A copper and brass powder flask with
classic clam shell decoration by Drake.
Estimate £20 - £30

Clocks & Barometers
1267

A c1970's retro sunburst wall clock. In
working order.
Estimate £10 - £20

1268

2 novelty metal clocks in the shape of
aeroplanes with moving propellers.
Together with a figurine of Big Ben set with
clock and one other aeroplane figurine.

German WW2 pattern Coastal Defence
badge.
Believed reproduction.

A RAF military leather briefcase with
Mitchell Davey brass lock to front.
Gold crown and ER mark to front. With key.

Estimate £8 - £15
1257

A set of 6 collectable penknives with fly
fishing theme.
Made by Franklin Mint, a full set together with
soft cases, wooden display case and
certificates. Each knife has a game fish in relief
and an encased tied fly.

Estimate £8 - £15
1256

A WWII pattern German Iron Cross 2nd
class medal.
Estimate £20 - £30

1264

Estimate £8 - £15
1255

German WWII pattern War merit cross
medal.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £70 - £90
1254

2 German WWII pattern NSRL National
Sports Association cloth award badges.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1253

3 military aviation prints, 2 signed.
1) Barrie A.F. Clark unsigned print of a Spitfire.
2) Eric Day limited edition print of a Spitfire,
signed by the artist and pilots #262/350. 3) Eric
Day print of Jaguar and Liberator signed by
pilots.

Vendor advises found by her late father (an
avid collector) on a battlefield visit.
1251

4 small military badges.
To include 2 silver RAF Wings and a silver
Royal Engineers badge.

11cm diameter.
1250

Medical research medal
Large medal - Ledencongres 'S-Gravenhage
2-3 Oct 1970.

Estimate £8 - £15
1269

A vintage black slate and marble mantle
clock.
With key and pendulum, in working order.
Approx. 29.5cm tall x 22.5cm wide.
Estimate £30 - £50

Sale Day:
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1270

A reproduction wooden cased Elliott of
London mantle clock with brass detail.

1279

8-day lever Westminster and Whittington
chime. Complete with key.

Comprising 2 serving platters, 1 dinner plates,
a lidded tureen, 8 side plates, 6 dessert plates,
6 bowls, 5 soup bowls and saucers, milk jug,
sugar bowl, sauce bowl, 8 teacups and
saucers and 2 coffee cans and saucers. Some
pieces a/f.

Approx. 33cm tall with handle.
Estimate £25 - £40
1271

A reproduction Russell, London limited
Edition cased barograph.
To measure atmospheric pressure. Complete
with replacement papers for barrel in draw.
Numbered 14/1000, complete with CoA.

Estimate £15 - £30
1280

Estimate £20 - £40
A vintage dark wood cased wall hanging
pendulum clock.
With bevel edged glazed panels to front and
beaded detail to wooden case. Complete with
key and pendulum.

Estimate £10 - £20
1281

Approx. 78cm tall x 31cm wide.

Ceramics
A Royal Doulton Spindrift part dinner
service.
Comprising:- 7 dinner plates, sauce boat &
saucer, 6 breakfast plates, 6 side plates, 1 oval
platter, 3 circular lidded vegetable dishes, and
1 circular vegetable dish (no lid).

Estimate £10 - £20
1282

3 Lomonosov and West German ceramic
'big cats'.
Comprising Lomonosov Leopard cub,
Lomonosov Lion cub, and West German Tiger.

Estimate £40 - £60
1283

Estimate £50 - £70
1284

A Bristow studio pottery part dinner service.
Comprising; 6 dinner plates, 6 soup/cereal
bowls, 3 side plates, 5 green egg cups, 3
brown egg cups, sugar bowl and 3 misc. lids
(some pieces a/f).

A collection of mostly ceramic Royal
commemorative items.
To include a Princess Margaret egg cup, E.I &
Co Ltd, Shipley tin and an Edward VIII
coronation ashtray with Canadian crest.

A Royal Doulton lidded stone jar.
Approx. 52cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £40
1275

Charlotte Rhead green ceramic charger with
an oriental dragon design.
Approx. 44cm diameter.

Estimate £15 - £30
1274

A box of assorted misc items, mostly
ceramic.
To include Oldham Pottery "Wee Willie
Winkie" lamp base, large ceramic jug and
bowl, coloured glass paper weight and pieces
of crested ware china.

Estimate £20 - £40
1273

A collection of dinner, tea and kitchen ware
Harvest pattern by Marks & Spencer.
Comprising 4 dinner plates, 4 side plates, 6
bowls, mixing bowl, 2 lidded tureens, teapot,
milk jug and sugar bowl, 6 small mugs, 21
serving dish, a spoon rest, storage canister
and tea cosy together with one other serving
dish.

Case approx. 37cm wide x 24cm tall.
1272

A large quantity of white with silver piping
dinner and tea ware by Thomas, Germany.

Estimate £20 - £30
1285

3 Royal Doulton series ware plates.

Estimate £30 - £40
1276

A small quantity of ceramics to include a
large Schramberg Gobelin vase No 2850.

Estimate £10 - £20
1286

Together with a small quantity of plates to
include Aynsley & Susie Cooper.

Finial to lid and spout also clad in silver.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1906. Chip to handle.

Vase approx. 27cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1277

A vintage tea set with rose decoration.
Comprising serving plate, 6 sandwich plates,
sugar bowl, milk jug and 6 cups and saucers.
Together with 8 ceramic AJL bone china
napkins rings.

Estimate £15 - £30
1287

A set of 5 Goebels monk character jugs
together with a spoon rest.
Estimate £10 - £20

A Capodimonte group figurine of a
grandmother reading to her grandchildren.
Mark to base.
Approx. 23cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1278

A ceramic teapot brown glaze teapot with
silver clad rim and silver floral decoration to
body.

Estimate £15 - £30
1288

A Royal Doulton Figurine from the Images
range, " Carefree".
Approx. 31cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1289

A Royal Doulton figurine from the Images
range, "Bridesmaid".

1302

Approx. 22cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1290

A Royal Doulton figurine from the Images
range, "First Steps".

1303

Approx. 25cm tall.
A Royal Doulton figurine from the Images
range, "Brothers".

1304

2 vintage ceramic planters in olive green
coloured glaze.
A jardinière style one piece planter together
with one other.

Approx. 21cm tall
1292

A small collection of cottage ware together
with a Noritake part tea/coffee set in cream
and gold.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1291

A mixed box of ceramics to include a
decorative candelabra with classic style
figures.

Estimate £15 - £30

Largest approx. 57cm tall x 29cm diameter.

A Royal Worcester figurine from the Tender
Moments range, "First Touch".

Estimate £10 - £20

No. 4011 of 7,500 with COA.

1305

A box of ceramics to include a set of 3 West
German planters with poppy decoration.

Approx. 22.5cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1293

A Royal Worcester figurine from the Tender
Moments range, "First Kiss".

1306

Estimate £10 - £20

No. 4011 of 7,500 with COA.
Approx. 20.5cm tall.

1307

Estimate £15 - £30
1294

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20

3 items of ceramics.
Comprising a Spanish porcelain girl kneeling,
a Coalport dog and a Royal Doulton Images
range figure "Storytime Boy".

1308

Estimate £15 - £30
1296

A small collection of crested ware plates.

Estimate £10 - £20
1310

To include Wedgewood meat platter and
Copeland Spode Italian bowl. Together with 4
character jugs.

A vintage Johnson Bros. 'Royal Homes of
Britain' part tea set.

Estimate £10 - £20
1311

Comprising:- 6 cups & saucers, 6 tea plates, 6
bowls, large sandwich plate, and milk jug

1300

A collection of Lomonosov and Goebels
china.

Estimate £10 - £20
1312

A collection of antique ceramic 2 handled
loving cups.

To include 1980 Moscow Olympic
commemorative.

Of various sizes, to include blue & white and
stoneware.

Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

A box of mixed ceramics to include meat
plates and majolica style fruit stand.
Estimate £10 - £20

1301

A small collection of antique ceramic items.
To include blanc de chine bud vase with
cherub and cups and saucers.

Estimate £15 - £30
1299

A box of assorted misc. ceramics, glass and
resin ornaments.
To include Royal Doulton coffee cups &
saucers, Robertson's Golly figures and boxed
Edinburgh Crystal brandy glasses.

Estimate £10 - £20
1298

A pair of reproduction Staffordshire boxing
figures; Tom Cribb and Tom Molyneux.
Approx. 20cm tall.

Estimate £8 - £15
A collection of blue and white ceramics.

A collection of 43 Wade Whimsie animals
together with 4 other small pieces of Wade
ceramics.
Estimate £10 - £20

1309

To include Gt. Yarmouth, Lowestoft and
Southwold.
1297

A quantity of mostly white ceramic dinner
and tea ware.
To include Royal Doulton "Oxford Black" cups
and saucers, Royal Doulton "White Linen"
plates and cups & saucers and Villeroy & Boch
serving plate.

A Nao figurine of a young girl praying.
Approx. 27cm tall.

1295

A large box of assorted ceramics to include
Portmeirion.

A box of mixed studio pottery to include
jugs, mugs and goblets.

1313

A Coalport Golden Labrador figure (a/f)
together with a Royal Doulton Clarissa
figurine HN2345.
Clarissa approx. 20cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
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1314

A Ltd Ed Coalport ceramic Pheasant figure
on wooden plinth from the "Game Birds"
series. No 109/750

1324

2 cm clear resin repair and one flea bite chip
to foot rim.

. Together with a Ltd Ed Coalport figurine of
Blue Tits, No. 87/750. Both with CoA.

18.5cm tall, bowl 8.5cm diameter, and foot
9.25cm diameter.

Estimate £20 - £40
1315

Estimate £15 - £30
1316

1325

A collection of 7 Limoges and Copeland
Spode cabinet cups and saucers.

Estimate £20 - £30
1326

Estimate £15 - £30
1327

Estimate £20 - £40
1328

A collection of Continental ceramics to
include lidded tureens, cups and saucers
and chocolate cups.

Estimate £10 - £20
1329

A vintage china and gilt bronze ornament of
a blackberry branch mounted on a marble
base.
By R. Van Ruyckevelt. Together with a green
Wedgwood Jasper ware lidded urn.

Estimate £25 - £50
1330

Estimate £15 - £30
1331

A quantity of Colclough tea ware with
autumnal style pattern.
Comprising; sandwich plate, teapot, 2 sugar
bowls, milk jug, 3 mugs, 14 cups, 16 saucers &
12 side plates.

Swarovski 9 small tulips and stand.
Boxed. Red, blue & yellow flowers.

Estimate £15 - £30
1321

Swarovski 3 large tulips and stand.
Each boxed individually - red, blue, & yellow
flowers.

Estimate £15 - £30
1320

2 sets of 4 Cristal d'Arques tumblers , one
boxed.
Together with a boxed set of silver plated
napkin rings and a metal lidded milk jug and
sugar bowl.

Estimate £15 - £30
1319

7 vintage glass paperweights.
4 boxed. Comprising:- c1970's Scottish (Oban)
millefiori, Strathearn Glass, Stuart Crystal 1977
Silver Jubilee, 2 amber coloured, another
millefiori, and a Cristal d'Arques cat.

A collection of 9 vintage ceramic cups and
saucers.
To include a pair of Rockingham cups &
saucers with bird decoration, a pair of Doulton
Burslem cups & saucers with passionflower
detail, Wedgwood, Minton, Royal Doulton and
Coalport.

4 x Wedgwood Christmas Angels glass
paperweights.
2 boxed. Years 1975, 1976, 1977, & 1979

Estimate £10 - £20
1318

A Murano glass 'boxing' hare together with
2 small Caithness glass vases.
Hare approx. 23.5cm tall

A collection of assorted ceramics to include
Wedgwood, Delft, Aynsley and Royal Winton.
Estimate £10 - £20

1317

Estimate £40 - £70

A collection of ceramic bird figurines.
Comprising; Hereford Fine China Ltd Ed 9/350
Wrens (a/f), a Royal Copenhagen Sparrow with
tail down, a Ltd Ed Franklin Porcelain
European Goldfinch figure for the RSPB (with
CoA0) and Goebel running pheasant figurine.

Georgian glass wine goblet with air twist
stem and raised diamond pattern to bowl.

Swarovski - 3 large Marguerite flowers
together with a quantity of small marguerite
flowers.
Large flowers individually boxed.
Estimate £25 - £50

1332

A modern Italian goldfish bowl with yellow
character body.

Estimate £15 - £30
1322

An Arthur Woods pig teapot and matching
mugs.

Estimate £10 - £20
1333

A mixed box of glass ware to include
decanters and jugs.

Estimate £10 - £20
1323

A six place Masons Red Vista dinner service.
Comprising 6 dinner plates, side plates , bread
plates, soup bowls and saucers, Conidment
set, gravy boat and saucer, 2 lidded tureens
and a lidded soup tureen. Some pieces a/f.
Estimate £50 - £80

Glass

Estimate £10 - £20
1334

A box of mixed glass ware.
To include green jug and glasses, and end-ofday vases.
Estimate £10 - £20

1335

A vintage blue glass dressing table set.
Comprising tray, pin dish, 2 powder bowls and
2 candlesticks.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1336

A Lead crystal ships decanter by Galway.

1350

Together with a pressed glass ships decanter.
1337

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 20cm tall.

A box of assorted patterned clear glass
serving plates and dishes.

Estimate £10 - £20
1351

Estimate £10 - £20
1338

Vase approx. 21cm tall (without stand), small
jar approx. 8cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

Oriental, Antiquities & Tribal
A wooden tribal art figure of an African
woman.

Estimate £20 - £40
1352

Estimate £20 - £40
A wooden tribal spear decorated with
natural hair.
Approx. 140 cm long.

Estimate £30 - £50

Books
1353

Estimate £30 - £50
1341

A Kutani ceramic Buddha.

Estimate £8 - £15

13.5 cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

1354

A collection of 10 x late 19th/early 20th
century Japanese Satsuma vases.

A vintage Chinese lacquer box with brass
inlay and brass Chinese Butterfly lock.

Estimate £15 - £30

14 x 14 x 9cm
Estimate £20 - £30
1344

1355

A box of oriental ceramics to include 2 blue
and white chargers and part tea set.
Estimate £10 - £20

1345

A large ceramic ginger jar with
pomegranate decoration.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £40
1357

Estimate £10 - £20
1358

A oriental part tea set depicting mount Fuji
and oriental figures.

Estimate £10 - £20
2 large vintage brass pierced work eastern
style hanging lamp shades.
Estimate £10 - £20
1349

A collection of oriental pieces.
To include ceramic 8 peaches teapot, water
dropper, provincial stoneware vase and
unusual ceramic bowl.

Approx. 115 alien, sci-fi, science and
conspiracy magazines.
To include UFO Magazine, Alien Encounters,
Uri Geller's Encounters, Nexus, Quest for
Knowledge, AA&ES, UFO Reality, Fortean
Times and many more. Mostly 80s.

Comprising 10 tea cups and saucers, 8 tea
plates, dish and lidded sugar pot.
1348

2 vintage leather bound family bibles
together with 4 small common prayer books.
Bibles a/f.

To include vases, jars and a teapot.
1347

3 volumes of a set "Picturesque Europe" by
Cassell, Petter & Galpin.
Volumes 1, 3 and 5.

A box of mixed oriental ceramics.

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of 1980's motorbike magazines
and catalogues.
Estimate £5 - £10

1356

Approx. 25cm tall.
1346

A collection of 6 reference books on
antiques.
Comprising:- English Pottery 1650-1800 (The
Henry H. Wheldon Collection), British Studio
Ceramics, Directory of European Porcelain,
English Delftware, Antique Furniture Expert,
and What Wood is That?

Estimate £30 - £50
1343

Leslie Charteris 'The Saint Around the
World' 1st Edition.
Hardback with dust jacket. Published by
Hodder & Stoughton 1957.

Signed to base.

1342

3 blue and white tea bowls and saucers with
Christies "The Nanking Cargo" lot stickers.
Saucers have a few nibbles to rim. Tea bowls
approx. 4cm tall x 7.75cm diameter, saucers
approx. 11.75cm diameter.

Approx. 56cm tall.
1340

A cloisonné vase with bird and cherry
blossom design on a wooden base.
Together with a small lidded cloisonné
hexagonal jar with goldfish design.

5 cut glass decanters 3 without stoppers.
Tallest approx 27 cm tall.

1339

2 vintage blanc de chine ceramic Buddha
figurines.

Estimate £20 - £40
1359

Approx. 40 issues of Video the Magazine
and other media-related magazines of the
80s.
To include: Godzilla, Sid & Nancy, Highlander
and Rambo.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £30 - £50

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1360

A box of 15 hardback thriller novels.

1371

To include: Bernard Cornwell, Wilbur Smith,
Tom Clancy and Terry Brooks.
1361

Framed and glazed.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 44.5cm x 57cm.

4 vintage reference books.

Estimate £40 - £60

The Colour Treasury of 18th Century
Porcelain, National types of Old Pewter, The
Pewter Collector and A Dictionary of Marks.

Optical
1372

Estimate £8 - £12
A vintage stamp album.
Together with a small collection of vintage
postcards to include military, aviation and naval
subjects
Estimate £10 - £20
1363

Estimate £50 - £80
1373

A collection of Brooke Bond tea picture
cards and albums.
To include many complete sets, including;
Transport through the Ages, Woodland
Wildlife, Trees in Britain and Adventurers and
Explorers.

A large collection of assorted vintage
cigarette and tea cards and albums.

Estimate £10 - £20
1374

1375

Estimate £8 - £15
1376

An original brass rubbing of Sir Edmund de
Brandish (Sire Esmound de Burnedissh).

Estimate £10 - £20
1377

Taken from his brass at St Lawrence,
Brundish, Suffolk in the 1960's. Framed &
glazed.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £80 - £120
Chicago Broadway Revival theatre poster,
signed by cast members with COA, c1996.

1378

50 x 36cm.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £20 - £40
A quantity of 46 vintage Bartholomew's &
Cyclists maps with blue and red front
covers.

1379

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30
A box containing a fair quantity of vintage
postcards.

1380

Estimate £15 - £30
A interesting folder of Victorian & early 20th
century ephemera, postcards & letters.
To include a c1902 Shaw & Shrewsbury Ltd
(Sports Equipment & Clothing Retailer) Spring
Catalogue.

A boxed and cased Chinon 28mm F2.8
automatic wide-angle lens.
Together with a boxed and cased Soligor 45150mm f/3.5 "Macro & Zoom" C/D Auto lens.

To include boats, aeroplanes and old villages.
1370

A box of assorted vintage cameras to
include Box Brownie, a Bakelite Kodak
Brownie 127
and 2 cased Zenit cameras.

Together with 4 other assorted maps.
1369

A boxed Polaroid Supercolor 635CL camera,
complete with instructions.
Together with a cased vintage Kodak EK6
Instant Camera.

Framed & glazed.

1368

A box of vintage cameras.
Comprising:- a Halina 3000, an Agfa Rondinax
60, Kodak Brownie 127, and a Canon Sure
Shot 60 Zoom. Together with A National PE160M Flash.

Rubbing 80cm tall. Frame 91 x 60cm.
1367

A box of vintage photographic equipment.
To include Kodak, Hanimex & Halina cameras,
Cobra monopod and other accessories

Estimate £8 - £15
1366

A Prinz Oxford movie editor.
Together with other photographic equipment to
include a Boots Simplex screen & vintage
leather bag of lenses etc.

A collection of vintage Wills and John
Player cigarette cards.
Comprising Football players, Cars, Seamen
and trains.

A cased vintage film enlarger together with
a small cased slide projector.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15
1365

2 vintage cameras.
A Voigtlander vaskar 1.45/75 and a
Houghton's Ensignette No 2.

Estimate £10 - £20
1364

Vintage cameras and photographic
equipment.
To include a boxed Eumig C3m handheld
8mm cine camera together with a boxed
Pentax MV1 with Sunagor 70-200mm zoom
attached, Voigtlander VITO CLR camera,
boxed LPL 8-16mm splicer and boxed 8mm
film editor.

Ephemera
1362

Capt. Greenvil Collins map of Harwich,
Woodbridge and Handfordwater.

Estimate £15 - £30
1381

A boxed Ernst Leitz Wetzlar otydo Visoflex II.
Together with a boxed Leitz Wetzlar otxbo
prism finder.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £30 - £40

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1382

A small collection of vintage photographic
equipment.
To include a cased Sunpak GT Pro 4011 flash
unit, a Praktica MTL5 camera with a Helios
lens, a cased Photax 177 flash unit and a Carl
Zeiss Jena DDR 1:3.5 f=135 lens.

1392

120 buttons, appears in good order.
Estimate £80 - £120
1393

A small collection of vintage photographic
equipment.
To include a cased Yashica J-5 camera with
lens, Gakken transistorized electronic flash unit
TR-105 and several cased lenses to include a
Prinz Galaxy vario converter 2X and a Sirius
MC Automatic f=135mm lens.
Estimate £15 - £30

1384

A cased Sankyo Super CM-300 Super 8 cine
camera, complete with instructions.

Estimate £10 - £20
1394

Estimate £10 - £20
1395

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

1396

An Interfit home studio flash kit by
Patterson Photographic.

1397

Music

Estimate £50 - £80
1399

Estimate £10 - £20
1388

Estimate £10 - £20

Misc
1403

A Premier Percussion Drum Kit and
accessories.
Comprises:- 22" Bass drum, 16" Floor Tom,
13" Tom, 12" Tom, 14" Snare with stand, Base
Drum pedal, Hi-Hat pedal and stand, stool,
Stagg drum kit tambourine, Stagg cow bells,
cymbal stands (no cymbals), Stagg soft drum
cases for all drums, and a collection of sticks.

Approx 40cm high including handles & 40cm
wide.
Estimate £10 - £20
1404

A pair of Meinl Headliner bongo drums with
stand.

1405

A collection of 12 inch records and LP's to
include With the Beatles 1963 (no cover).
Also Stevie Wonder, The Human League, etc.
Estimate £15 - £20

Sale Day:

15/11/2018

A quantity of vintage hand embroidered
linen.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £50 - £80
1391

A vintage needlework box together with
knitting, tapestry and needlework items and
materials.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £80 - £120
1390

A woven raffia log basket.
Together with a vintage fireside set with
wooden handles with striped decoration. Also
with logs.

Estimate £20 - £30
1389

A vintage German red and black pearlised
design accordion.
In good playable condition, one rubber foot is
loose.

4 x percussion instruments with percussion
mallets.
Comprising:- Stagg Wood block with 2 small
mallets, chimes, Guiro with 2 small mallets,
hand held pair of bells, and 5 pairs of
Marimba/Xylophone mallets in a stick bag.

Hitachi VIP201P Videodisc CED player
together with 50+ videodiscs.
To include: Elvis, Grateful Dead, The Beatles,
Casablanca, Wizard of Oz and more.

Estimate £10 - £20
A Yamaha Fife YRF-21 in soft case with
fingering chart.

A vintage Ceka - Superior accordion with
leather carry strap.
Estimate £20 - £40

1398

Greenkat 8 x 40 and Chinon 8 x 30.

1387

A quantity of records and cassette tapes.
Estimate £8 - £15

Estimate £20 - £40
2 pairs of cased binoculars.

A box of mixed vintage LP's including Glenn
Miller Collector's Edition.
Soundtracks from musicals, classical, Andy
Williams, Jack Jones etc.

Boxed.
1386

A box of mixed vintage music LP's.
To include the Everley Brothers, the
Bachelors, Tom Jones, Elaine Page etc.

Together with a Sankyo Dualux - 1000 cine
projector and a boxed Argus Tru-Focus
projector.
1385

A collection of 14 vintage Elvis Presley LP's.
To include Heartbreak Hotel, GI Blues &
Christmas albums - includes a couple of
duplicates.

Estimate £10 - £20
1383

A mid c20th Varsity III Accordian made by
Virgilio & Pasquale Soprani.

1406

Two vintage fishing reels. C1970's.
To include a boxed Gladding Intrepid Black
Prince together with a cased Match 510 & other
fishing accessories
Estimate £10 - £20
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1407

2 brand new boxed maple wood photo
frames by Walwood.

1421

To include ceramic, glass, metal and Bakelite.

Largest size 31cm x 26cm. Smallest 24cm x
18.5cm.
Estimate £25 - £35
1408

Estimate £15 - £30
1422

2 vintage Clayton advertising wooden crates

A collection of 7 vintage advertising bottle
openers.

Together with a modern Torres Milmanda
wine crate.

To include "Guinness is Good for You", Crown
Cork, "Dacro" and Phillips.

Estimate £15 - £30
1409

4 vintage wooden advertising crates.

Estimate £25 - £40
1423

2 Clayton, 1 Taylors and 1 Tango.
Estimate £15 - £30
1410

1424

Estimate £15 - £25
1425

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £30
1426

A Record miniature anvil, hand vice, Bench
vice and 1 other.

Estimate £10 - £20
1427

A tray of 17 vintage miniature tools to
include Joseph Lucas adjustable wrench.
Together with tap wrenches, watchmakers
screw drivers and 3 fold engineers rule.

Estimate £10 - £20
1428

A vintage brass hand pump together with 3
small oil cans, one marked Singer.

Estimate £10 - £20
1429

A set of 3 vintage potato crates.
2 stamped R. P Ayres.

Estimate £8 - £20

Estimate £25 - £40
1417

A vintage wooden Snooker score board.

A collection of mixed items.
To include 2 David Livingstone journals both
1920's first editions with colour plates, a
vintage wooden slide box and a vintage novelty
bottle opener and bottle stops in shape of two
men on a park bench.

Estimate £20 - £30
1416

A wall hanging map of Ireland dated 1912.
Together with Railway Age book .

Estimate £30 - £50
1415

A large hand crocheted bed cover.
Together with a gold coloured double bed
cover/throw.

Estimate £20 - £30
1414

A box of assorted vintage carved wood
items.
To include tribal items and a double fish bowl.

Estimate £20 - £30
1413

A box of miscellaneous items.
Comprising: 5 ceramic dog figurines to include
a Sylvac Pekingese, 4 glass paperweights, 4
large seashells, 3 ceramic jardinières, a china
sandwich plate and a shoe ornament.

A tray of 17 vintage tools to include hand
drill, soldering iron, bag hook and brass
dividers.

A tray of 15 vintage tools to include die
wrenches, screw drivers & drill gauge.

3 vintage farming/garden tools.
To include large hay scythe made by W.A.
Tyzack & Co. Sheffield.

Estimate £10 - £20

1412

A cased vintage Harris 9H sewing machine.
Estimate £10 - £20

A box of miscellaneous items to include
costume jewellery.
Also a powder compact, vintage beads, pin
badges and some silver.

1411

A quantity of assorted vintage advertising
ash trays.

1430

A small collection of juggling fire throwers
to include a Mystec firestaff.

Estimate £15 - £30
1418

A dark wood lidded box with metal banding,
catch and handles.

Estimate £20 - £30
1431

Approx. 38.5cm wide x 25cm tall.

With jointed legs and hessian covered torso.

Estimate £15 - £30
1419

Approx. 163cm tall.

8 vintage collectors tins to include Geo
Bassett & Co lockable tin,
Carr's biscuit tin and gramophone needle case.

Estimate £200 - £250
1432

Estimate £10 - £20
1420

Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

15/11/2018

A large quantity of fishing fly tying
equipment.
Includes tools, silks & feathers.

A vintage metal framed invalid chair with
canvas material seating.
With adjustable back and foot rest and sprung
suspension.

A vintage Harris & Sheldon Ltd, Birmingham
original shop fitting tailors dummy.

Estimate £20 - £30
1433

A box of miscellaneous fishing equipment.
To include line, tools, lures.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1434

Sea fishing lead weight molding equipment.

1446

To includes lead, 3 different molds and a
Gemini rig jig trace tool.

Constructed of wood with metal rims
Approx 90cm dia.

Estimate £20 - £30
1435

Estimate £20 - £40

Box of miscellaneous fishing reels.
Including a Mitchell 624, 2 Millionaires,
Mitchell 300 etc. And various spare tools.

1447

3 gun steel cabinet with 2 Police approved
locks with keys.

Estimate £20 - £40
1448

Lined with green baize.

A c1950-60's black lacquer photo album
'Souvenir of Gibraltar'.

126cm tall.

Empty.

Estimate £30 - £50
1437

A taxidermy fox head on a wooden plinth.

Estimate £10 - £20
1449

Taxidermy by H.R. Bennett.

An antique Norfolk Constabulary wooden
truncheon with leather strap to grip.

Estimate £10 - £20
1450

Complete with leather case. One end a/f.

1439

To include oriental carved box, Pair of candle
sticks and vintage 2 handled tray.

Estimate £100 - £150

Estimate £15 - £30

A collection of BT phone cards. Some
picture cards.

Estimate £5 - £15

1451

Approx. 60cm x 32cm.
1452

2 vintage walking sticks. A Swiss walking
stick with 6 metal plaques together with one
other.

An antique 19th century glass walking cane
filled with coloured seeds.

Estimate £15 - £30
1453

Tip a/f.

A large box of assorted kitchen items to
include glasses, stainless steel fondue set
and Christofle

Approx 115cm long.

cutlery.
Estimate £10 - £20

Circular wicker basket.

1454

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
A set of 3 matching garden pots with blue
and yellow decoration to sides.
Approx. 27cm diameter x 21cm tall.

1455

Estimate £8 - £15
1445

Estimate £10 - £20
1457

Sitting upright on circular base.
Estimate £15 - £30

A box of assorted cooking dishes and
bowls.
Estimate £10 - £20

1458

A garden ornament lion.
Base approx 22cm dia. Height approx 55cm.

A concrete figurine of a classical robed lady.
Approx. 43.5cm tall.

A box of mixed items.
To include a stone bed warmer, vintage
Mallory Park Motor Club card badge
Sainsbury's potted meat jar and a small brass
box with hammered finish.

A box of assorted kitchenalia.
Estimate £10 - £20

1456

Estimate £10 - £20
1444

A large box of assorted items.
To include coloured glass, ethnic wooden
serving bowl and Historical Art reference books.

Measures approx. 40cm tall x 34cm in
diameter.
1443

A Ede and Ravenscroft
professors/graduation robe.
Together with a Clare Hall Cambridge
university scarf.

Estimate £20 - £40
1442

A large handled basket with autumnal
artificial flower spray surround.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15
1441

A collection of wooden items.

Total length approx 61cm.

To include Tom & Jerry, Gap, Toy story and
Disney Aladdin.
1440

A vintage marble desk set.
Comprising a lidded inkwell/stand, letter rack,
blotter, letter opener and seal.

Estimate £20 - £40
1438

2 pairs of vintage crown green bowling
bowls, together with 2 jacks.
2 bowls are cased.

Estimate £30 - £40
1436

A pair of ornamental cartwheels, painted
white.

A large box of assorted cooking pots &
pans and catering uniforms.
Estimate £10 - £20

1459

A new boxed wall hanging shelf together
with a set of 3 wall cubes (new & sealed).
Plus 2 others.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1460

A suitcase containing a large collection of
vintage matchboxes.

1491

Indistinctly signed. Framed & glazed.
17 x 27cm

Estimate £15 - £30
1461

1462

Estimate £8 - £15

2 pairs of vintage horse head collar/blinkers.
Estimate £20 - £40

1492

A vintage oval dark oak frame hanging
mirror with bevel edge glass.

Estimate £10 - £20

25 x 30cm.
Estimate £8 - £15
1493

A collection of misc. assorted items to
include treen items and linen.

A vintage paper covered globe on wooden
stand.

Estimate £80 - £120
1494

Approx. 30cm x 76cm.

Estimate £10 - £20
A wall hanging yacht half hull mounted on
wooden plaque.

Estimate £10 - £20
1495

Plate reads "TANA DK498".
Estimate £10 - £20
A vintage wooden curve handled scythe.

Estimate £10 - £20
1496

Approx. 155cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1467

Estimate £10 - £20
A bamboo style Walking stick with carved
detail to handle and silver collar to neck.

Oil 35 x 25cm.
Estimate £15 - £30

Hallmarked London 1918
1497

Estimate £10 - £20
1469

A stag horn handle walking stick with
decorative silver collar.

Approx. 32cm x 24.5cm.

A vintage brass crucifix on wall hanging
wooden mount.

Estimate £10 - £20
1499

Estimate £10 - £20
1471

Largest approx. 28.5cm x 24.5cm.

Comprising suitcase, trolley case, flight bag
and vanity case.

Pictures & Prints
1490

A modern ornately framed oil over print of a
tall ship.
Picture 11 x 16cm, frame 32 x 37cm

A quantity of small framed and glazed
vintage prints.
To include; The Veterans by Jean Francois
Raffaelli and Pears prints.

A 4 piece unused Antler luggage set in dark
green with brown trim.

Estimate £20 - £40

A signed oil on canvas of a Spanish village
scene. Signed to lower right Millas?
Described on reverse, Baneres, Alicante,
Spain, August - Sept '82.

Estimate £30 - £40

Approx. 31cm tall.

NO LOT
Estimate £ - £

1498

Collar engraved J.A.S. Turner Stafford.
Hallmarked London 1935.
1470

2 paintings, a vintage photograph and a
map of The Road from Welshpool to
Carnarvon.
1 x oil on board of Norfolk landscape signed
indistinctly, 1 x watercolour of Buttermere (Lake
District) signed Joyce Reeve, 1x old
photograph of Bishop Bonner's cottage,
Dereham, Norfolk (before renovation), signed
to mount possibly Sidney H. Duigan, All
framed, 3 glazed.

A box of assorted misc. items to include
boxed enamelled trinket pot,
a collection of bird ornaments and marble
table lighter and matching ashtray.

1468

2 framed and glazed Jaguar training
certificates.
Together with 2 framed and glazed prints of
ships and 2 empty picture frames.

Approx. 71.5cm x 20.5cm.
1466

A oil on canvas of a evening embankment
scene.
Signed to lower left Margarita Clanthou.

Approx. 38cm tall.
1465

A Cats portfolio, drawings by Clare Turlay
Newberry.
Copyright 1943.

Estimate £10 - £20
1464

W.R.E. Goodrich watercolour of Bakewell
Bridge & Church.
Dated 1929. Mounted but unframed.

Together with a framed and glazed print of
Oxfordshire map.
1463

Watercolour of The Grand Canal, Venice.

Estimate £10 - £20
1500

A.Coleman watercolour of a mountain
village scene.
Possibly Tibet or Nepal. Signed & dated 1888
lower right. Framed & glazed.
36 x 26cm.
Estimate £100 - £150

Estimate £10 - £15

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1501

Oil on board of cattle by a lake. Signed
Arthur.

1510

Gilt framed.

Woman seated half length. Signed top right 'D.
Pender Davidson 1920", also top left "Noir et
Or, La Petite Marquise". Label verso "D.
Pender Davidson - artist. Studio 26 Bridge
Road West, Battersea Park SW11. 'La Petite
Marquise'. The property of ……(blanked out).
No.2." Canvas coming out of non-original frame.

19 x 24cm
Estimate £80 - £120
1502

Oil on canvas of a stag emerging from a
lake. Signed 'Holm' lower right.
Framed.

70 x 51cm (27½ x 20 inches)

49 x 59cm.
Estimate £100 - £150
1503

Estimate £400 - £600
1511

Oil on canvas - after Rembrandt, a 17th
century gentleman in a hat.
29 x 19cm (11½ x 7½ inches).

Estimate £10 - £20
1512

Estimate £60 - £90

Approx. 50cm x 31cm
Estimate £10 - £20

Unsigned. Framed & glazed.
1513

Estimate £15 - £30
1505

Image approx 14cm x 27cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1514

21 x 30cm
M. Shepherd watercolour of rooftops.
Signed & dated 96. Framed & glazed.
36 x 27cm

Estimate £10 - £20
1515

Estimate £10 - £20
1507

1508

Approx. 25cm x 35.5cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1516

44 x 25cm

J. Brooks signed oil on board of elephants,
framed.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 40cm x 50cm.

T. Hoffman watercolour - 'Lady under an
umbrella'.

Estimate £10 - £30
1517

After John Singer Sargent. Framed & glazed.

1509

Brenda Dawkin signed pastel of a heathland.
Framed and glazed.

Fred Slocombe signed engraving of a
country road.
Signed in pencil to border. Dated 1900.
Framed & glazed.

A collection of 8 framed/glazed prints.
Comprising: 4 prints by Atkinson Grimshaw, 2
Sporting Life Collection prints of jockeys by
Ace - signed in pencil by artist (one with
cracked glass) and 2 Guinness Pets prints.

Estimate £10 - £20
1506

Limited edition block prints titled 'Samson'
#14/30
Indistinctly signed in pencil by artist '75.

Brian Platt cartoon of a cat. 'I'm absolutely
whacked..'
Pen & ink. Signed front and on board verso.
Unframed.

A watercolour painting of an Edwardian
seaside scene.
Unframed. Indistinctly signed bottom right.

Watercolour of cattle beneath a ruined
castle.
13 x 20cm

A box of 5 assorted pictures/prints.
To include an acrylic on board.

Unsigned in black frame.

1504

Daniel Pender Davidson (1855-1933) Oil on
canvas "La Petite Marquise".

2 gilt framed oil on boards.

50 X 30cm

A Horse and cart together with a rural village
scene signed to lower right.

Estimate £10 - £20

Largest approx. 24cm x 35cm.

William Calladine signed maritime print
'Fides et Opera' (Trafalgar).

Estimate £10 - £20
1518

Signed in pencil to border. Gilt framed 7
glazed.
50 x 60cm

4 framed and glazed pictures to include a
Military photo, Bond & Co print and an
etching.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

1519

A collection of 26 wildlife and flowers
mounted photographs.
Estimate £20 - £30

1520

A 19th century framed oil on canvas
depicting a river scene with poacher in
foreground.
Approx. 44 x 65cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1521

A mounted watercolour of Broadlands
scene with Wherry.

1532

By Steven John Batchelder. Signed to lower
left.

Signed to lower right.
Approx. 13.5cm x 38cm.

Picture size 33cm x 62cm approx.
Estimate £100 - £150
1522

Estimate £15 - £30
1533

A gilt framed oil on canvas of Oak tree in a
rural landscape.

Estimate £40 - £60
1534

Estimate £80 - £120
1523

A large gilt framed and glazed print "The
Golden Age Of Yachting" Adela 1908.

Estimate £10 - £20

F & G picture approx. 17cm x 25cm.

Peter Ward, large oil on canvas of a fishing
boat at sea.
Gilt framed, indistinct date to lower right, 1969.

Estimate £10 - £20
1535

Picture size approx. 61cm x 120.5cm.

Dated to pre 1915 (by descendant of artist). All
framed & glazed.
Each approx. 22 x 30cm.

Largest approx. 40cm x 54cm.

Helena Thirza Popple - collection of 6 still
life watercolours.

Estimate £30 - £50
1526

Peter Monamy (1689-1749) (attrib.) - oil on
board of ships on the coast.

Estimate £15 - £30
1536

Framed & glazed.

Measures 18 x 25cm.

58 x 40cm.

Wall mounted, golfing themed montage.

Estimate £8 - £15
1537

Approx. 38cm tall.
Krys Leach - oil on board nude, unframed.
Titled 'Bottled Blonde'. Signed & dated verso.
41cm x 25cm.

160 x 21cm

Estimate £35 - £50
1529

Estimate £1000 - £1500

Krys Leach - oil on board nude, unframed.
Titled 'Fabulous Woodland Creatures V'
Signed & dated verso.

1538

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £35 - £50
Krys Leach - oil on board nude, framed.
Titled 'Opera Gown'. Signed & dated verso.

1539

A framed and glazed ltd Ed print "The
Figurehead", signed and dated in pencil.
From SV Carrick at Glasgow in October 1978,
numbered 9/40.

36cm x 23cm
Estimate £45 - £60
1531

A vintage framed oil on canvas of a farmer
ploughing.
Approx. 44.5cm x 59.5cm.

46cm x 20cm
1530

Edgar Degas engraving - 'Loges d'Actrices'
(Actresses' Dressing Rooms).
COA verso. Hand printed from the original
copper plates engraved by Edgar Degas. Hand
printed in black ink on eggshell Arches rag
paper. Work listed in the Delteil catalogue.
Framed & glazed.

Estimate £10 - £20
1528

Mixed media - unsigned. Flowers with soft
drink cap.

Signed. Re-framed.
Estimate £700 - £1200
1527

4 framed & glazed Ltd Ed prints together
with one other.
Pheasants in the Snow by A. Thorburn,
numbered 296/400, Old Taunton by Lamplight
by Maurice Bishop, numbered 276/1000, The
Winter Dyke by Norfolk Artist Colin Burns,
numbered 292/475, detail of a Ltd Ed print by
John S. Gibb. Together with a F & G print of
Woodcocks.

Estimate £20 - £40
1525

2 framed and glazed signed watercolours
together with 3 small unframed
watercolours, unsigned.
Peter Welch (c20th East Anglian wildlife artist)
watercolour of The White Horse, Exning and J
John Harrison watercolour of Yachts at AgoleHerault, France.

Picture size approx 78 x 54cm.
1524

A large framed oil on board of a woodland
castle scene.
Approx. 71cm x 108.5cm.

By Charles Mayes Wigg. Signed to lower left.
Frame needs attention.
Pictures size 40cm x 60cm approx.

A gilt framed signed watercolour of a
Mediterranean coastal scene.

Krys Leach - oil on board nude, unframed.

Frame size approx. 82.5cm x 61.5cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

Titled 'Pagoda'. Signed & dated verso.
69cm x 28cm
Estimate £45 - £60
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1540

Jim Gilbert (1933-1995) Prison art, oil on
board. 'Sheila by Pub Door'.

1549

Signed lower left. The subject 'Sheila' was a
well known East End of London drunkard.
Gilbert was awarded the Arthur Koestler Award
for Prisoner Art in 1972. Vendor advises has
been exhibited at the Tate Gallery.

Breydon, Norfolk. Signed to lower left. With
signed presentation card to reverse, dated
January 1980.
Approx. 34cm x 54.5cm.

76 x 51cm (30 x 20 inches)
Estimate £70 - £90
1541

Estimate £20 - £40
1550

A set of 6 framed and glazed Chas Crombie
lithographs.

Approx. 44.5cm x 59.5cm.
Estimate £20 - £40

Picture size 20 x 25cm approx.
1542

1551

A pair of small framed and glazed
watercolours, signed to lower left
R.T.Wilding, and one dated 1910

Approx. 49cm x 74.5cm.
Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 13cm tall x 22.5cm wide.
1543

1552

T. Tate, signed oil on board of a Norfolk
wherry scene.

Approx. 25.5cm x 35cm.
Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 24cm x 34cm.
1544

1545

1553

Framed and glazed, signed to lower right
margin. Numbered 56/500.

Approx. 39.5cm x 29cm.

Approx. 38cm x 50cm.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £8 - £15

Gilt framed oil on canvas of a landscape
with a fisherman in the foreground.

1554

Approx. 35cm x 50.5cm.

Estimate £20 - £40
3 small ink and watercolour sketches of
boating scenes from Horning, Norfolk.

Estimate £70 - £90
1555

All signed to lower left, Harley Miller. Framed &
glazed.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1556

Framed & glazed, signed to lower right and
dated '97.
Approx. 30.5cm x 40.5cm.
Estimate £20 - £40
1548

2 framed oil on canvas rural scenes.
A country cottage with shepherd, signed to
lower left with incised monogram SJ, together
with a wooded lake scene.
Both approx. 28.5cm x 49cm.

A collection of framed oils, watercolour and
print pictures.
Comprising; D.F.Dane, Norfolk Broads Artist,
print, Watercolour of a coastal town signed to
lower left JP and 3 oil on board paintings

Frame approx. 49.5cm x 28cm.

Violet Clutterbuck, Suffolk artist
watercolour of rural scene with sheep.

Jason Partner watercolour entitled "The
Drain at Breydon (a demonstration sketch
1977)".
Framed and glazed, signed and dated to lower
left and signed to reverse.

Approx. 24cm x 34.5cm.

1547

D.F.Dane, Norfolk Broads Artist, signed
Limited edition print entitled "Morning Mist".

Munich school circa 1880, gilt framed oil on
canvas of a gentleman smoking a pipe.

Signed to lower right with incised "sgraffito" SJ
monogram in the style of Sidney Yates
Johnson.

1546

Signed watercolour of Thurne Mill, Norfolk
entitled "Late Summer Evening".
With written detail to reverse attributing the
picture to Violet Clutterbuck of Marsham Hall.

Depicting Berney Arms Windmill, by Norfolk
Artist. Framed.
Estimate £20 - £40

D.F.Dane, Norfolk Broads Artist, large
original oil on canvas painting of a
mountainous lake scene.
Signed to lower right, in ornate gilt frame.

Both depicting rural cottage scenes.
Estimate £10 - £20

D.F.Dane, Norfolk Broads Artist, original oil
on board painting entitled "John's Dyke 2".
Depicting a wintry tree scene, signed lower
left. Framed and dated to reverse 1988.

All printed with " Copyright of Perrier Water."
All depicting cricket scenes. One picture glass
a/f.
Estimate £80 - £120

D.F.Dane, Norfolk Broads Artist, gilt framed
oil on board entitled "Clouds and Bright
patches".

Asian scene oil on canvas. Paint applied
with palette knife. Signed 'Tinne'.
40 x 50cm
Estimate £10 - £20

1557

Richard Sorrell - large oil on canvas of a
lady 'Doddie' sitting in a garden.
Subject believed to be the artist's wife. Signed
to lower right. Gilt framed.
72 x 71cm.
Estimate £150 - £250

Estimate £30 - £50
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1558

Richard Sorrell - large oil on canvas of
Mileham Mill, Norfolk, view across fields.

1570

Signed to lower right. Gilt framed.

With carved detail to door front with drop down
handle.

60 x 75cm.

Approx. 48cm wide x 67cm tall.

Estimate £200 - £300
1559

A Pair of signed and numbered prints of
flower vases by GMN Martin.

Estimate £10 - £20
1571

To include small oval gilt framed mirror and
mahogany framed mirror with wave shaped top.

Approx. 19cm x 15cm.

Largest approx. 89cm x 35cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1572

Furniture
A modern Perspex shelving unit with glass
shelves.

1562

Approx. 98cm tall 120cm long 35cm wide.

Table approx. 179.5cm wide x 95cm deep x
76.5cm tall (unextended).

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £80 - £120

A vintage painted oak box with interior
candle box.

1573

Approx. 83cm x 43 x 35cm.

and light elm wooden frame.
Estimate £70 - £90

A vintage brown, pink & cream Afghan
Kelim rug.

1574

A set of stained pine wall hanging shelves.

Approx. 94cm wide x 195cm tall.

Approx. 67cm tall x 59cm wide.
Estimate £25 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
1575

A natural pine lidded box with metal
handles.

Estimate £30 - £50
A nest of 3 mahogany inlaid tables with
straight legs.

Estimate £40 - £60
1576

Smallest table has under shelf.
Estimate £30 - £40
1566

Approx. 120cm wide x 125cm tall.

Approx. 91.5cm wide x 92cm tall.
1578

1568

Approx. 119cm wide x 90cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
1579

Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage mahogany wall hanging 2 door
cupboard.

A vintage wooden stool, painted blue, with
rope decoration to top.

Approx. 58cm wide x 53cm tall.

Approx. 47.5cm wide x 46cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £30
1580

Estimate £10 - £20
1569

A Vintage Organ over mantle mirror (Vendor
advises it is from Wendling Chapel).
With carved detail and column sides.

A vintage dark wood 3 shelf bookcase with
2 adjustable shelves.
Approx. 61cm wide x 92cm tall.

A vintage teak bookcase.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £30 - £50
1567

A set of four solid dark oak dining chairs
with leatherette seats.
Estimate £10 - £20

1577

A vintage feather banded 2 door glass
display cabinet with cabriole style legs.
Complete with key and a glass interior shelf.

A vintage mahogany music cabinet.
5 drawers with Art Nouveau style drop down
handles. Together with 4 sectional folding
screen.

Approx. 33cm tall x 62cm wide.
1565

A modern honey pine glass fronted double
dresser with interior lighting.
2 door cupboard with interior shelf to base with
glass fronted doors to top section with 3 interior
moveable glass shelves.

Estimate £30 - £50

1564

A modern Ercol 2 seater "Renaissance"
settee with beige coloured upholstery

Estimate £40 - £60

187 x 94cm
1563

A large, heavy solid oak draw leaf rustic
dining table with separate leaf.
Together with 6 solid oak ladder back dining
chairs with chenille upholstery.

Damage to 2 glass shelves.

1561

3 vintage wall hanging mirrors.

"Snowdrops" 730/850 and "Anemones"
685/850. Gilt framed.
Estimate £10 - £20
1560

A modern dark wood "New Plan Furniture"
glass fronted cabinet with lift up top.

Approx. 152cm wide x 91cm deep x 76cm tall.

A Victorian mahogany drop leaf, gate leg
table.
Approx. 99cm wide x 72.5cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40

A vintage 2 drawer school desk.

Estimate £20 - £40
1581

A vintage wing back arm chair with shaped
top.
Green velvet upholstery.
Estimate £60 - £80
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1582

A Victorian armchair with wooden legs and
ceramic castors.

1595

Approx. 51cm² x 56cm tall.

In need of attention.
Estimate £50 - £70
1583

Estimate £10 - £20
1596

An Oak Art Nouveau dresser by Wallace
King Ltd of Norwich.

Approx. 190cm x 140cm.
Estimate £50 - £70

Approx. 121cm wide x 203cm tall.
1584

1597

2 vintage wooden storage/packing chests
with lids.

Estimate £20 - £30
1585

Approx. 230cm x 160cm.
Estimate £70 - £90
1598

1587

1588

Beige, red and gold colouration pattern.

Largest approx. 51.5cm wide x 46cm tall.

Approx. 230cm x 160cm.

2 vintage bedroom chairs, one with an
upholstered seat and inlaid detail and one
rush seated.

Estimate £70 - £90
1599

Red and gold colouration.
Approx. 190cm x 140cm.

A vintage ottoman with gold fabric cover
and fringe bottom.

Estimate £30 - £50
1600

Approx. 107cm wide x 40cm tall.

A new Ziegler pattern rug with navy blue
background.

Estimate £10 - £20

Beige and gold colouration.

2 wooden framed directors chairs with
fabric seats and backs.

Estimate £30 - £50

Approx. 190cm x 140cm.
1601

6 vintage light wood stacking school chairs.
Estimate £25 - £40

1590

Approx. 73cm x 59cm.

Approx. 43cm wide x 67cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1602

Estimate £25 - £40

A modern light wood draw leaf extending
dining table.

A vintage 4 section folding screen.

Central fold out draw fixed to underside.

With yellow striped upholstery finish.

Measures approx. 120cm wide x 80cm deep.
Estimate £15 - £30

Each section 172cm tall x 39.5cm wide.
Estimate £40 - £60
1592

1593

1603

A dark wood bentwood chair labelled
Fischel of Czechoslovakia to underside.

A modern maple veneer draw leaf oval
dining table.

Design to chair seat.

With double pedestal base, tripod legs and
metal claw feet and castors. Complete with
central leaf.

Estimate £40 - £60

Approx. 162cm x 100cm unextended.

Pine 4 drawer chest of drawers, with bun
feet on casters.
Made by Victoria, London.
42cm deep x 88cm tall x 83cm wide.

1594

A reproduction dark wood square shaped
occasional table with green leather insert to
top.
Undershelf storage with turned pedestal base
and 4 feet.

A Victorian gilt framed rectangular wall
mirror.
Some damage to corners.

1591

A new Ziegler pattern rug with beige
background.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1589

A new Keshan pattern rug with blue
background.

A nest of 2 modern pine Corona style tables.

Estimate £10 - £20
1586

A new Keshan pattern rug with beige
background.
Red and gold colouration pattern.

Marked "Rotary Power".
Approx. 52cm wide x 66.5cm tall.

A new Bokhara pattern rug with red
background.
Navy blue and gold colouration pattern.

2 door, 2 drawer base with carved mirror
backed top.
Estimate £60 - £80

A modern square topped pine side table.

Estimate £15 - £30
1604

A modern light wood Ikea "Journalist"
office storage unit.

Estimate £20 - £40

With lift off lid and castors (not attached) for
underside.

A modern wood framed wall hanging mirror.

Approx. 48cm² x 19cm tall (without castors).

94 cm x 64 cm approx.

Estimate £8 - £12

Estimate £8 - £12
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1605

A wool rug with knitted square design in
natural colours.

1617

Approx. 153cm x 244cm
Estimate £8 - £15
1606

Estimate £10 - £20
1618

A modern black leather effect office chair on
wheels with black plastic arms.

A modern brown leather effect tub chair
with matching half moon footstool.

Approx. 165cm long.
1619

Estimate £10 - £20
1608

A pair of vintage teak shelving units Danish
Made by Domino Mobler, with 2 drawers to
base.

Estimate £8 - £15
1620

Approx. 183cm tall x 79.5cm wide each.
A vintage teak shelving unit with 2 door
cupboard base together with a 3 shelf
dresser top.

Approx. 140.5cm wide x 95cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1621

1610

1611

Estimate £15 - £30
1622

A vintage wooden framed hexagonal coffee
table with glass insert top.

A Victorian 2 over 3 bow fronted chest of
drawers with inlaid detail to top and draw
fronts.

With shaped sides, black base and under

With Art Nouveau drop down handles.

Approx. 72cm x 42cm tall.

Approx. 107cm wide x 105.5cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £30 - £50

A ethnic patterned heavy cotton rug in
natural brown and red shades.

1623

138cm x 250 cm including tassels.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
A small square modern light wood
coffee/side table.

1624

Estimate £10 - £20
1625

Estimate £8 - £15
1613

A vintage dark wood drop leaf, gate leg
table with turned detail to legs.

1614

Approx. 54cm x 66cm.
Estimate £50 - £80
1626

A modern black fabric seated office chair.

A vintage coloured print of a panorama of
Rotterdam.

With adjustable back and seat height.

Dated April 1940, framed and glazed.
Approx. 36cm x 118cm.

Estimate £8 - £15
1615

A dark wood rectangular coffee table
together with 2 stools.

Estimate £15 - £30
1627

Estimate £8 - £15
1616

A 19th century signed oil on canvas of ships
at sea, signed to lower right, possibly Dutch.
Framed. Some damage to lower right.

Approx. 76cm tall x 106cm wide (unextended).
Estimate £10 - £20

A metal lock box/safe. Complete with key
and base plate to fix to.
Approx. 35cm wide x 26.5cm deep x 13cm tall.

Together with a cane circular occasional table
and a modern fabric covered footstool.
Square table approx. 40cm tall x 50 cm wide.

A Victorian carver arm chair with cane seat
and back.
Barley twist columns and carved detail to top
and front.

With fringe tassels to each end.

1612

3 vintage mahogany bedroom/hall chairs.
2 with cream upholstery and one with green
and gold upholstery.

Approx. 183cm tall x 79.5cm wide. Dresser
top approx 120cm tall.
Estimate £8 - £15

A vintage serpentine fronted 2 door 3
drawer sideboard in dark wood on cabriole
legs.
With baize lined cutlery drawer and interior
shelves to cupboards. Water marks to top.

Estimate £8 - £15

Danish made by Domino Mobler, with
adjustable shelves.

A wooden framed reclining armchair with
pale green chenille upholstery with floral
design.
Pockets to sides of fabric.

Adjustable shelves.

1609

A modern green leather 2 seater settee with
removable cushions.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15
1607

A conservatory style arm chair with William
Morris style upholstery in green and gold.

Approx. 100.5cm wide x 104.5cm tall.

A vintage light wood refectory style dining
table.
Approx. 153cm wide x 77.5cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage dark wood 3 shelf bookcase with
adjustable shelves.

Estimate £10 - £20
1628

2 vintage rugs.
Largest approx. 92cm x 145cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1629

A Victorian 4 drawer dark wood chest with
column detail to sides.

1638

With fluted design pedestal and ball and claw
style feet.

With brass circular drop down handles and
key plates. Matching brass details to column
tops and bottoms.
Approx. 97cm wide x 92cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
1630

Approx. 131cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30
1639

A modern "Burnham" 2 seater settee by
Alstons Ltd of Colchester.

1631

Approx. 40cm wide x 75cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
1640

A large Georgian Oak dresser with plate
rack.
With 7 drawers and a single cupboard to base,
complete with key. Plate rack top has 2 small
lockable cupboards and 3 shelves (one shelf
missing).

Approx. 56cm wide x 77cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30
1641

Estimate £30 - £50
1642

4 drawers to each pedestal and one central
drawer, with original wooden knob handles.

1633

Some discolouration to top.
Approx. 121cm wide x 53cm tall.

Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage circular dining table which
separates into 2 half moon occasional
tables.

1643

Estimate £15 - £30
1644

Estimate £10 - £20
1645

Interior fitted with drawers, partitions & centre
door.

Estimate £10 - £20
1646

A pair of solid wood vintage dark wood 4
shelf bookcases.
Approx. 67cm wide x 148.5cm tall.

Approx. 41cm wide x 68cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £30
A Victorian mahogany fold out breakfast
table with inlaid detail to top and sides.

Estimate £10 - £20
1647

Supported by 4 tapered legs and a gate leg.

Approx. 76.5cm wide x 71.5cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £20 - £40
A vintage mahogany drop leaf table with
tapered legs, spade feet and castors.
Singled draw to one end and dummy draw to
other end.

A vintage oak side hall table with central
draw supported by turned legs.
Comes with glass top.

Approx. 87cm wide x 71cm tall. 43cm deep
(86cm extended).
1637

A serpentine fronted 2 draw bedside cabinet
on tapered legs.
With feather edged banding to top and inlaid
detail to draw fronts. Comes with shaped glass
top.

Shelves are fixed position.

1636

A vintage mahogany tripod based wine table
with turned detail to central pedestal.
Damage to one foot.

Approx. 122cm wide x 111cm tall.
Estimate £50 - £80

2 dark wood magazine racks.
A modern Canterbury style rack together with
one other.

Estimate £30 - £50
An early Victorian mahogany bureau with 5
graduated drawers.

A Victorian mahogany bidet / side table with
lift off lid, supported on turned legs.
Approx. 50.5cm wide x 46cm tall.

Approx. 107cm diameter x 72cm tall.

1635

A vintage dark wood refectory style coffee
table with trefoil design cut outs to base.

Approx. 124cm wide x 68cm tall x 73cm deep.

Supported by 8 tapered legs with spade feet.
With central leaf for extending into an oval
dining table.

1634

A 2 tier circular revolving book stand on
pedestal base with tripod legs and brass
castor feet.
Approx. 122cm tall x 67cm diameter.

Estimate £80 - £120
A vintage oak pedestal desk with green
leather insert to top.

A serpentine fronted 2 draw cabinet on
cabriole legs and shaped top.
With shaped glass top.

Approx. 195cm wide x 47cm deep x 207cm
tall.
1632

A pair of vintage walnut veneer curve
fronted 4 drawer cabinets with shaped glass
tops.
On cabriole legs, with dropdown handles.

One year old, in as new condition with
herringbone design chenille upholstery in
neutral colours.
Estimate £40 - £60

A decorative Victorian mahogany torchiere.

1648

A vintage half moon hall table with piecrust
edge to top, on tapered legs.
Approx. 74cm wide x 75.5cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 92cm wide x 74cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30
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1649

A small serpentine fronted 4 draw chest
supported by cabriole legs and with circular
drop down

1659

handles.

With 4 magnetic push close cupboards and
interior shelving and draws.

Approx. 41cm wide x 75cm tall.

Approx. 168cm wide x 76cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £10 - £20
1650

A vintage solid wood coffee table with fluted
design to legs.

1660

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 132cm wide x 70.5cm deep x 75cm
tall.

A small oak swivel top drop leaf table with
turned legs.
Table top diameter approx. 60cm x 49.5cm
tall.

Estimate £40 - £60
1661

Estimate £10 - £20
1652

A vintage walnut veneer 5 draw chest on
small cabriole style legs.
With carved detail to top and drop down
handles.

1653

Estimate £15 - £30
1662

Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 373cm wide x length approx. 550 600cm.

A vintage dark wood framed cheval mirror.

Estimate £30 - £50
1663

A Victorian mahogany bow fronted 4 draw
chest with circular drop down handles.

1664

1665

A vintage walnut 3 door glass fronted
display cabinet.

Estimate £40 - £60
1666

Estimate £40 - £60

1657

Estimate £80 - £120
1667

A mid century blonde Ercol Windsor coffee
table.

Approx. 62cm wide x 100.5cm tall.

With slatted under shelf.

Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 103cm wide x 36cm tall.

A retro light teak sliding door sideboard
with one glazed panel and one wood.

Estimate £30 - £50
1668

Interior wooden adjustable shelving to both
sides. Made by Gibbs Furniture.

1658

A mid century blonde Ercol elm 2 seater
love seat.
Approx. 114cm wide.

A dark oak corner cabinet with lattice style
glazed door.
Interior painted green, with 3 wooden fixed
shelves. Complete with key.

A mid century Ercol elm Windsor low
armchair with matching footstool.
One chair arm needs repair.

With interior glass shelving.
Approx. 121cm wide x 100cm tall.

A mid century Ercol elm Windsor
Grandfather rocking chair.
Estimate £50 - £80

Approx. 93cm wide x 90cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

A set of 4 blonde Ercol stick back dining
chairs.
Estimate £80 - £120

Estimate £15 - £30

1656

A very large Chinese carpet with blue
background.
Tree and floral design and tasselled ends.

Approx. 40cm wide x 160cm tall.

1655

A Victorian mahogany screw top piano stool
with turned detail to legs and brown velvet
upholstery.

Approx. 85cm wide x 114cm tall.

With shaped top, turned stretcher and finial
detail.

1654

A reproduction mahogany pedestal desk
with green leather writing surface.
4 draws to each side and central drawer all
with drop down handles.

Approx. 107cm wide x 49cm tall.
1651

A retro Light wood Chr. Linneberg Danish
Design sideboard.

A mid century blonde Ercol Librenza / Room
divider bookcase.

Approx. 122cm wide x 83cm tall.

With 2 door cupboard to base, fixed shelving
to top and 2 adjustable mid-way shelves.

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 89cm wide x 41cm deep x 191cm tall.

A dark oak refectory style dining table.
With shaped base and rectangular top.

Estimate £200 - £300
1669

Approx. 152cm wide x 73cm deep x 74cm tall.

An Ercol blonde mid century plank dining
table and 4 matching chairs.

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 152cm wide x 75cm deep.
Estimate £120 - £180
1670

A modern pine 2 over 4 chest of drawers
with bun feet.
Approx. 85cm wide x 93cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £40
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Scientific Instruments
1400

A vintage scientific scales with a box set of
weights by Gallenkamp.

1480

Estimate £10 - £20
1481

Complete with glass case.
Estimate £10 - £20

Automobilia
1401

A large quantity of car magazines.

1482

A vintage The Royal Automobile Club
Edward VII car bonnet radiator mascot No.
D7862.
Enamel union jack to front and head of
Edward VII to rear.

Sizes range from uk 10 to uk 16.
Estimate £20 - £40
1483

Estimate £50 - £70
A gent's vintage 'Dumb Valet'.
Estimate £10 - £20
2 x shop display clothes dummies.
Tallest approx. 112cm tall.

Sizes range from uk 10 to 14.

Estimate £10 - £20
1474

Ladies winter coat made by Horrockses
Fashions (By appointment to HM The
Queen).

Estimate £30 - £50
1484

Estimate £20 - £30

A collection of 4 vintage Top Hats with a
vintage Fedora hat.

Estimate £15 - £30
1485

Estimate £30 - £50
A vintage Top Hat in it's leather carrying
case.
Top Hat made by T. Crick, Abbeygate Street,
Bury.

Estimate £10 - £20
1486

A vintage Top Hat in a red velvet lined
leather carrying case.
Top Hat made by Henry Heath Ltd, Oxford
Street, London, retailer Hull, Loosley & Pearce.
Hat and case in excellent condition. Case is
lined in red velvet with internal leather retaining
strap.

Estimate £20 - £40
1487

Vintage motorists leather cap, Boy Scouts
of America cap, and a yachtsman's cap.
Estimate £15 - £30

1479

A boxed c1920's Mayor's ceremonial bicorn
hat.
With bullion decoration to one side. Made by
Christy's, London. Writing inside box details
belonged to R.A. Janes, Mayor of High
Wycombe, Buckinghamshire 1925, '26, & '27,
and GM.. Baker Mayor Elect 1947.

4 pieces of Carla Zampatti vintage clothing.
A red shirt dress size 12, a cream matching
silk vest top and skirt size 12, A black taffeta
evening skirt size 12 and a blue faux wrap shirt
size 12.

Estimate £50 - £70
1478

A vintage evening dress by Mila Schon.
Pink, purple, gold and silver velvety type
material. Low v neck front with long sleeves.
Size 8. Small tear approx. 3 inches from
hemline to rear of dress.

Estimate £20 - £40
1477

A collection of 5 vintage ladies hats.
To include Jean-Charles Brousseau,
Georgette Paris, Stella Long and Andre Montel
Paris.

To include a top hat made by Dunn & Co.
1476

A vintage ladies Barbour 3/4 length coat.
Size 16.
Light tan soft touch waterproof material with
classic check quilting lining. Zip and popper
fasting to front. Claaic cord collar.

Navy & white design, believed to be a bespoke
made to measure coat. Size approx. UK 14-16.
1475

9 items of vintage ladies clothing by
designer Ungaro.
Comprising a strawberry print blouse, a
matching floral top and skirt, a dog tooth check
high collar jacket, a classic print high collar silk
blouse, 2 piece skirt suit, a mustard colour
shift dress with pockets, a black dress with
peplum detail to sides, a green jersey high
colour skirt and top suit, and a cream with navy
check pencil skirt.

Vintage clothing

1473

6 items of designer vintage ladies clothing.
Comprising a blouse and jumper by Valentino,
pleated skirt by Romeo Gigli, a full style wool
skirt by Compangnie, a skirt suit by Umberto
Ginocchietti and a crepe skirt by Gianfranco
Ferre.

Estimate £10 - £20

1472

A vintage Ede, Son and Ravenscroft by
appointment to the King & Queen
professors robes and hat.
Estimate £50 - £60

To include Classic car, Top gear and auto
express.
1402

A vintage Asian Rice Hat (Coolie).

Estimate £20 - £40
1488

A quantity of designer vintage ladies tops,
suits dresses and jackets.
By designers Timmi, Martine Stibon, Louis
Feraud, Cruise France and Angelo Tarlazzi.
Sizes range from uk 8 to 18.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £25 - £50

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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1489

6 items of designer vintage ladies clothing.
Comprising a jacket, culotte suit and blouse by
Krizia, A wool dress and wool skirt by Byblos
and a black crepe skirt by Escada.
Sizes range from uk 8 to 16.
Estimate £20 - £40

Sale Day:

15/11/2018
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